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The implication is that the e:xperiemc.e tdth drugs almo&t always occurs 
. ' l . 'th . • . b t . in social contexts, ann tnat suc1 exper1ences w1 psycno~rop1c su, s nnces 
are not equally distributed_ among all people t.;rithin any c01:mmnity. They 
involve flir;hly selective processes of interpersonal attraction. 
\<Jhat becomes an :i.uterestinr; research question, therefore, is the 
social character is tics of persons wiw become recruited into drus-usin[; circles, 
as corapc:tred to those \vho do not, and ~•hy the differences may arise. Hence, 
what needs empirical investigation;;; are the social qualities or characteristics 
which constitute likely candidates for use of psychotropic substances vJithin 
a given community. I·Fnat kinds of interests and activities might users share 
in conunon and how do they differ from those of non-users? 
The present study addresses itself specifically to these problems. 
Focusing on an entire high school commun.ity and a wide range of drugs, the 
purpose of the present study is to examine the relationship bet-v;ee.n the 
degree of experience students have had with drugs and the nature of thefr 
interests, activities and characteristics. 
Terminology 
Since certain terms are crucial to the discussion of drugs, there 
arises the necessity of clarify·~their meaning. 
The \.Jorld Health Organization Expert Commtttee on Dependence-Producing 
Drugs (1969) defined drugs as: "any substance (other than food and t.;ater) 
that, tvhen taken into the livine oreanism, may modify. one or more of its 
functions." 
Addiction and habituation defy easy definition. To circumvent the 
definitional difficulties, the Horld Health Committee on Addict:ton-Producing 
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( "t0£i0) ..,. ..• 
. nr.ugs · .- >- ·:<·" "n stat~, psychic R~~ ~ometines nlsn physical, re~ultin? from 
the int~raction between a Jiving organism and a druz, and c1 ,~r~cterlzPd hy 
drug on a continuous or periodic basis in order to experience its psychic 
effects, and sometimes to a.vo:U the d:i.sconfort of :tt~ absence." 
Physical dependence has been described as 11an adaptiv·e state that 
manifests itself by intense physical disturbancf>S ~.Jhen the administr<>tion of 
the drng is suspended These di.sturbn.nces, i."'•. the. ~..rithdra·-!al or 
abstf.n<::nce sypdromes, are mad::! np of S?ecific arrays of symp:orr.s and signs of 
) 
psychic :md physieal n:1tu.re that are characteristic for each drug tyiH! 11 
Psychic dcpe·a.J.ence: this h:1s been descr.i.he.d as a "condition in '"h:i.ch a 
drug produces a feeling of satigfaction and a psychic drive that require 
periodic or continuous administration of the drug to produce pl~asure or to 
avoid discomfort" (Eddy, et al., 1965). 
T J • II .; t 1 t • db d• • • h .l o ..erance J.s an adapt~ve s ate C<lar.'-le .:er1.ze . y :t.nnn:ts. eu response to 
th~ sa;ne quantity of a drug11 '(Eddy, et al., 1965). It :f.s "a declinin3 eff~.)ct 
on rr~peated administration of the 3ame dose of a drug, or, conversely, a need 
to :i.n-::rease the daRe of a drug oh n:pea ted adnd.nistrat:ton i.n order to :1chieve 
the orig!~al degree of effect 11 (!shell, 1955). Most of the drugs selected 
for this study produce tolerance and psychologi.c dependence and sor.l.'~, 
especially the .:entral nervous syste"l depress:1nt rlt"n::;s, p:roduce physical 
dcpend~nce as well. The sQlecte~ drugs to be studiei i1clude tobacco, 
aicohol, halluc -l_n0[;<:ms (I..SD, menca.Iine), c.<>.nnab5.s, apmhetar.d.ne.;:;, cocaine, 
b.1rhitm::-ates, Ma thaqu:1.lorv~, opiates, heroin aC~.d tranquilizers. 
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Review 0f Relevant Literatur~ 
Epid~~inlogy of High School Student Drug U9e 
Thou;:-;h th'~ scopP. of this study is limited to one high school cornr:mnity ~ 
it is imperativr~ to locate it ':.Jithin a hroade-r, more global problem base. The 
task of the epi'l<?niological section that follovs is to critically and select-
1,1ely rcvie>: a mass of sociological studies of high school stud:::mt drug-using 
behavio•.tr. It Hill b~ the intention of this section to sho~.r hovr the preva-
lence and incidence of/drug use is distributed a!!long the high school popula-
tion throughout this country. For purposes of comparison, a brief reference 
"rill bl':: mu.d•:! to the high school drug situation in Canada and St·Terlen. 
Despite nany efforts .at accumulating systematic knowledge about 
ill~gnl drug use by the younger generation, mo3t students of the subject 
agr~'~ that current kno•vledge is still very limited. Linitations appear to be 
more pronounc2d vrith resr>ect to high school than college age youth (Slum, 
1969b). Our immediate task i.s to attempt to define the epidemiologic parameters 
of general high school student drug use in the United StCJ.tes. 
Th'= most recE~nt attempt to synthesize scientific fi_ndings 011 drug use 
was p11blished by the Bures.u of Narcotics ~nd D.-,ngerous Dr.ugs in September;,· 
1970. At that tine t~·mlve surveys of drug use have been conducted among high 
school students in the Horth Central Region, th-:-ee in the North E~st, eight 
in the ~.Jest, and one in the South. Since that report several valuable studies 
have b•"cn reported. 
~~o:cth Central Region: A r;tu•Jy by Bogg and his associates (1968) of 
senior;:; in eleven high sc!"-!ools "which reflect the de1'1lographic, economic~ and 
racial diversity" of Hicht;:;a11, sh.Ju2d that n.arij ·~an:J. LSD~ a'llphetamines a:nd 
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1.,1 th0 Nm:th. C-::~ntr;<tl Region, Udell .:mri Sl11.ith (1909) exf!lnl."en th(:! ;tf:t:i.-
The study, involvi.ng a stratlfied, ran(1om ·snmpie ~1f sopho;nore > jt:nior, ;tnd 
senior students from. five high schools in N8.dison, shrn-red th:tt 22.6 per cent 
of all students havR sr1ol:e(l marijuctna, and an almost equal p~rc:ent'1g8 (19. 7 
per cent) used hallur:inog2ns. 
A similar pattern of drug use obtains among ~tudents in the North East 
re>ginn, N:>rij tw.na has het~n used by 21 pc::r cent of the students in Has sa-
chusetts (Boston Glohe, 1970). El1iot (1%7) has shm·m th.'lt 16.7 per cent 
of senior h·igh school students atten,H.ng a :-.hmaroneck hi.gh school h::J.d used 
marijtF:tn:1., 3.1+ per cent h;~d tried barbiturates, anrl 6.1 per cent had sniffed 
glue. 
Studies in th3 South do not show a ma:::h difL?r;:ont patt:ern. An explor;:J.-
ti.o11. of drllg nse patterns hy the Comm:itt~e on Drug Abns<?. (1969) in Nr~nteomery 
high schools revealed tha.t 2() per cent of tbr>. b0ys ::rnd 20 per cent of the 
girls in the upper genior clt1ss reported that they hnd userl marijuana. As in 
othr>r st:dies, nse of -alcohol far exceeded use of dangerous drugs. Use of 
ampheta!nines ~v<ls reiJo1·ted by 8.0 per cent of the students. 
/'1 suppleMentary study by Preston nnd Fry (1971) fo.cused specifically 
on m:~.r:ijn"lna use by students in five Houston high schools of different socio-
e.-:on':lmic st:1tus. Of all users of mariju.J.na, 66 per cent ~.rere Anglo, 21.0 per · 
C<"!nt Black, nnd 12.0 per cent He~-:ican-American. T1H~ probability of using 
nnrtjuana '\v:-ts nh~c>st 0nc in four. The overvheJming Dajority (88.0 per cent) 
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. of student~ Hho tri(c>d m.~rijuann us••d it more than once. 
r,08set ;:11~0 lds assoclqtps (J969) r:on·1uct8d a survey 0f dru;; l..!S'~ tn 
all /~ 1 junior -"nd sen i.or 1ri.zh s:::hool~:; in the Dallas Independence ~c'hnol 
District. The survey rev~aled th:1.t 28.0 per cent of students reported 
experimentation ldth an illicit drug, 8. 0 per c·::!n t :repo~ted us·~ mor~ than 
ten tit:1es, and t .... 0 per. c~nt reported frequ~nt cur:r~nt use. Of the 61 drusg> 
~~) \.~ 
tobacco, alcohol, glue, marijuana, s.olvent inhala'1ts, and non-prescr;ption 
stimul:'tnts \·Tere most commonly reported. Boys reported more use than girls, 
upper-class students more than lower, and peers Here most often the source. 
This pattern of drug use distribution is consistent tvith the students of all 
public schools in Portland, Oregon, and }fultnomah County (Johnson, et al., 
1969). 
In the Hid"t.;est, Cro,vther. and Baumer (1971) m.:~de a study of the use of 
psycho<'lctive substances among hig!-t school students tn Greater Egypt area, 
Illinois. Thirteen per cent of all students reported use of marijua~a, 6.0 
per cent had tried stimulants, and an equal percentage experimented ~dth 
depressant drugs. Use of special substances and hallucinogenic drugs had 
beP.n reported hy !+.0 per cent. Narcotics Here least used; only 2.0 per cent 
of students reported using any narcotic drug. 
In a large-Gcale survey of high school stude~ts from thr".!e communities 
in the Hid-Hest; H<'l.ger, Vener, and Ste>vart (1971) found that although druge use 
begins early (at the age of 13), overall reported usage rates \oJere relatively 
lot?. fiarijuana was the most extensively consumed drug (12 per cent of students 
report~d use of it). Hallucinogens \verf' used hy 7.0 per cent of students. 
Boys reported more experience 't-Ji.th all ty::>es of druzs, and greater use tvas 
reported by.resp0ndents in hi3her socioeconomic scho0ls. The ereatcs per-
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eighteen years of aze. This increa.se is .q trend 'tvhiclt j)arallels the finrl-
of other irllo report a ris~ in oth0r forms of devianr.e 't;non~~ y011th in 
thi.s ag.-' hr.acket (Cohen, 1969; Co:tger, Hiller, c.nd Hals:r1ith, 19r-:;). tndeed 
accuraulated research from :tnvest:i.gat:ions into adoles~ent deviant h8h:-wi.our 
has shmm that deviant acts increase Hith grade in schoo1. For in:o;tanC(!, 
drug w;r~ h<'.s been found t0 increase with age through the high school years, 
bccom:i.nz stabilized 'Hi thin 20.0 to 35.0 lJer. cent of students by the time 
they re'lch college age (nc,rg, 1970; Johnson, et A.l., 1971; Larimer, et al., 
1970). Sur:h d:1.ta invite the speculation that "for so::-.::- stu~ents the druz 
usc l:J sociali?.ed and, to some degree, stabilized d•tring the high school 
period'1 (~huss, 1967). 
Hest: A series of comprehensive, ~·:ell doc.umcated studies of drug use 
by all Sn~1 J·!ateo County, Cal:i.fornia, high Gchool students has been done 
co\'C't"i':1~ t'he period 196 7-197?. The 1968 and 1969 surveys, using thP question-
naire and procedures developed in the pilot study of 1967, has the express 
purpose "to rnake an assessr:v~nt of the level of use of mind-altering drugs 
a'"Ong San Hateo County high schnol students" (S<l.n Hateo Coun.ty !brcotic 
Ac1visnry Committee, 1963, 1969). Data for eac11 of the tHo years indicated 
that the. rate of the use of narijuana among boys uas greater for each succeed-
l.ng ~lass. Sim.llarly, the increased rate per class is noted for girls except 
that usc:ge among girls terrds to level off bet~1een tt1e jnnior and senlor year. 
Hm.,~ver, the rate of marijuana use for boy3 is greater (42.2 per cent) th'!n 
girl<~ (15. 7 per cent). A cot'lparison nf rates for 1968 and J 969 indicates 
that the 1969 r::ttes for both boy3 o.nd girls have i.ncreased. The same is true 
of all other druss. The 1972 prelininary report shm·rs this trend to be con-
si:~tc!lt. 
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his as:-.;oci;J.t~s (lCJ.J9h) it \·!,"tS fou.nd thnt 31.0 per cent of male sturlrnts in a 
middle-clas:J high schco1 smok.erl marijuan.:1 in comp<lr:i30"1 •·;it'-1 l3.0 rer cent 
In a Scm "Francisco Bay Area upper-middle-class high sr:hool only 16.0 
per cf!nt of the str.tden'ts felt that they ·vere un:Jer pressure to use drugs. 
Investigators found that "there Has no feeling of the innocent heing seduced 
or of the naive bein;; misled" in drug using situations (Blum, 1969b). 
A series of studies covering Pill public high schools in Utah (1969) 
sho,·7S that drugs v1ere not extensively used by students. Harijuana ";as 
re?ortedly used by 12.2 per cent of students, amphetaM.ines by lOJl per cent, 
and LSD by 6.!~ per cent. By contrast high school dropouts within the same 
state Here r.mch more involved 't-7ith drugs, ·uith 32.7 p~r cent repo!'tin6 use of 
,LSD, 1+9. 7 per cent using marijuan.':l, and 23.5 per cent usl.ng amphet.;t:nincs 
(Utah Governor's Citizen Advisory ComMittee on Drugs, 1969). Use of bar-
biturates vras reported by 31.2 per cent of the dropouts, and opiates by 21.8 
per cent, l·lhereas none of the ongoing students reported use of any barbitu-
~ates. 
FeH statistics on non-medical use of drugs are available. Blumer. and 
his associates (1967), estimate th3.t in Oakla!ld, California, 60 per cent of 
the hlack and 50 per cent of :1exican-Aneric:1.n youngsters hav~ used illicit 
dru:;s. 
A natiomv-ide sunrey of the Gallup Poll (1969) sho-:1s that age ::mtl 
edncati.on are key factors in the use of ma.riju;:ma~ TI:\Felve per cent of all 
people ~:ithin the ?.4-29 age group are users of mariju;.~.na, by far the greatest 
single category of users. Hith regard to edttcation, 9.0 per cent and 1.0 per 
cent we~e of high school and gra~e school b3ckgrnun~~ respectively. 
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Toronto and lfCJnt::-.~al, SPart and "1is 3.s::;oci'ltes (1_972) ohsr:~1~veci v..:,ry lm·Y uf{e 
of opiates. They noted a significant use of ::t!l other ~~ugs, particularly 
Tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana in the se'!~nth ar..(1 eight~1 grades ard n rro-
gressive increase of A-ll types af abus~ thro,_t;;h sec0nd ye::tr collc~e:. 
A nation~?ide stndy in 19!17 of selected grnnps of P'.\I'ils i::t e1•'mentary 
and higher sc~nol.::: in Suerlen shm·7Cd the hi.ghest inr.id~:1t::e of rlrug taking to 
e~d'5t in the highest grade (Goldberg, 1972). C::mn:1his '-·!'1.3 nsed by (}8 per cent, 
sti:rT!ul-"lnt drugs by 17 per cent, opiates by 5. 0 per cent, and other drugs, 
mainly hypnotics and T.SD by 10.0 p~r cent. There •·ms a clear difference in 
drug:::: of choice anong those taking d·ntzs only occasirmally, on<:! to ten times~ 
and those having taken drugs mo:e fre-;uently. 
It is diffic;ult to r;eneralize from the findings of m.ost of the surveys, 
studies and polls cited in the previous pages; many an<tlyzed samples which 
w0rc not representative of their populations, and thP datn varies in validity 
and reliability. However, epidemiologic stt~ies of non-~edical use of ~rugs 
can s<;rvP as -I.ndieators of ilH.cit use of drugs, e-.ren if by themselves these 
studies do not suffid.ently e::ami.n~ the pro'l)len. Such studies and statistics 
ar~ to be interpr'-'ted in terns of the nu:n'?z.·ous factors uhich are related to 
drug use, factors sw;h as availability of drugs, loc-:1tion of i.nsti.tutinns, 
S0ci-?.l and de·nog!'aphic characteristics of sr:udents, and diffen~nces in life 
styles of the v:Irious institutions. ~-Jh,?n cons:i.dered o;ofitlJin this broad frame-
Hork, uel1 defined outlines of th":!ories of dn,g-using b.:>.havio'n~ begin to 
C'i':'Crze fr0m the heHilrl,.~r ing mass of discretE' findi.ngs. 
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behaviou~:. li.s snC"h, Jt folloo-rs th!C' same rulcz ;:J.nd ]Y•·inciplcs <>S c.ny oth~r 
behavirnn·. Human 'behaviour is rational and goal-directed. This is true of 
drus tak1.nz also. Its P"t::sistence depends on whether it incr~nses the indi-
vido~:.l's plro:asure or decrec>.ses his disconfort. Of those drugs that increase 
pl'~asure or dect'ense di.scor'lfort, the particular drugs selected must he 
acceptable Hi thin the individual's cultural group. It is :i.mperative~ 
th~:refore, to disc•1ss tla>. pha'::"macological aspects of drug use. This may aid 
our understn.ndinr, as to '"by certain people opt for this specific type of 
behaviour, P.nd >·Jhy soc:i.ety reacts to it as it does. 
Alcohol 
Alcohol (Ethyl Alcohol, Ethanol) i~ "::t. depress:=~nt drug \~hich acts oa 
the central nervous syste::n" (Bates and Crowther, 1973). It Ilroduces physical 
dependence and tolerance. Dependence on alcohol is manifested chiefly hy the 
dm·elopr:1ent of convulsions P.nd typical delirium folJ.m,•inr; ~Jithdrawal (!shell, 
1955). 
Alcohol affects muscle strength deteri.oration (CRrbon et al., 1969), 
lessenR ability to perform tasks j_nvolving speed and fairly complex perceptual 
motor abilities (Kleinknecht and Goldstein, 1972; Kisch and Cheney, 1969; 
Huntlr~y, 1973). Rats also resp0nd sloHer than normal under the influence of 
alcoh0l. In moclerate doses it produces a small deficit in auditory sensi-
tivity (Schneider P.nd Cn penter, 1969; Le\·Ti~ et al., 1969). 
A study by Kleink:v>.cht a'1d Goldstein (1969) concluded tcere '1'as a loss 
:i.n abstract: reasontnz. Cappe11. and Uerm;:m (1972) w""1.de a liter"lry review of 
th0 tension rcduc ti<:m hypothesis of alco!1ol; th?.y suggest that this hyr'oth"!si.s 
13 
't ly .-.ffecti'<"<" electro-chemical changer.; in the brain (Jones, 1970). defin:L e. ... . . ..,, . . -
Ho~revcr, mood ciwnges do not necessarily go toHard a tensio1 reduction 
direcd.on. As the blood alcohol level increases subjects t~nd to be 
depre;;aed. anxious, angry, fatigued and confused (Rosenberg, ~t al., 1969; 
\.Jarren and H.nyne3, 1972; Cameron, 1964; Jones and Jones, 1970). 
Several studies came up ¥rith the conclusion that alcohol has a definite · 
iopact on the central nervous system. A study of ten drunks in Cincinnati 
by Johnstone and \-litt (1972) concluded that alcohol causes respiratory depres-
sion. Berger (1969) found this to be true in mice. Brain shrinkage (Bre~¥er 
and Perrett, 1971), and damage of the nervous system (Clarkson, et al., 1969) 
can result from chronic alcoholism. Blackouts are also cornmon in alcoholics. 
Patterns of Use 
Blum and associates (1969a) conclude, from a large volume of historical 
data, that alcoholic beverar,es are the first psychoactive substances to be 
discovered by nan. Its use is determined by sociocultural norms of specific 
societ5.es. They further maintain that evidence exists for "differences in 
styles of use, depending upon the social status of persons; age, sex, social 
class, and rellgious roles appear early as determinants of who employed what 
beverage and in Hhat settings. 
The epidemiology of alcoholism seems to be on a constant rise. Keller 
(1962), basing his evidence em the 1960 census data, observed that the 
alcoholism rate in the United States is 2.0 per cent. Four per cent of the 
total nale population were defined as alcoholics (nates and Crowther, 1972). 
Cisin and Calnhan's national survey (1965) shmJs that 68.0 per cent of all 
male adults consumed alcoholic beverages. J·:ore recently, Hebert and asso-
ciates {1970) estimated that there are 80 million drinkers in the United 
States of which 6.5 ner cent are alcoholics. France, however, has the bigBest 
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adult F:rench r.:alf.."s ;:~;:-e ::>.lcoholics, and 30 per cer:.t co:-:S'lT".c 1J.cohol in ~Fv.::mnts 
dan::::er0us to their h~alth (Herbert e~ al., 1970). 
In the United States about 80 per cent of adults 'Hho live in ur.b:?.n 
arAnS rep0rt using alcoholic beverar;es, trhile slightly less than hnlf of their 
rural counterpart~ indulge {Herbert, et al., 1970). Generally, th2: higher the 
socioeconomic status, the greater the percentage of drinkers. 
Religious affiliation is an import<~nt factor. Herbert and his asso-
ciates' study revealed ovzr 90 per cP.nt of both nale and fem"lle Je-.:dsh report-
ing the use of alcohol. Interestingly, there i.n a lo~·l percentage of Je't-lish 
l\'ho become alcoholics. Of Catholics 90 per cent r.tales ·and 80 per cent 
females reported using alcohol; the correspondinz figur~s for 'Protestants are 
80 per cent rv=tles and 70 per cent females. 
Harbiturates 
Barbiturates embrace a group of drugs the most comnon of lvhich are 
Veronal ar-.d its compounds: Seconal, Nembutal, Tuinal, and Ami tal. Closely 
allied in effects are the minor tranquilizers--Parest, Librium, Valium, 
Qt.:3.3.l:tde, Sopors, Equanil :'lnd Hil tmm. 
Barbitur::ttes are central nl'!rvous system depressant drugs. The subjective 
effects of barbiturates and sedatives are similar to those of alcohol. A 
.. -!.: ,- :> 
large degree of b:trbiturate 
1d~es produces a narked degree of intoxication, 
ditfi.eulty in t11bking an<1 deterioration in ability to perform psychologic· 
te,~t::; (IsbelJ, ~t a1., 1950). It has been observed by Jaffe (1970) that the 
effects vary consid~rably ,,rith the dose. 
B~rbiturates produce both physical and psychic dependenc~ (Cameron, 
1.970; Isbell, 1950; Isbc~ll, ct nl., 1953); tolerance also develops. The 
15 
n~r~cw2d range of att~ntion, c~otional labtJi~y a~ri ~n e~13~eration of baRic v• -
ne~~:>n.,JJ. ty traits" (Shao:-pless, lqoS). 
' 
nr1.1gs (1964) recognizes a complex of b~rbiturate '"ithC.ra•,nl syr.1pto:ns: ttya~m-
, ,.. • r t:io'' r1li !l·')·rhc•·";" p·"rqn..; ·r"' t'1' ,.,.,, "'yrlr;' ".~;,.. t-rr>1"'·"'>'1'" ing, ....:...A..·.~.r1 .. 1n. . .. ~ .. , .... _ --··-~·--!CJ., . r-: . 1 --~-n ~·· , ....... , 1.-. . _ ~ ... t,:::;. __ J, ....... -.~~-....... , go::H;;:•fle!';h, 
anor8x1.a, anxiety, restlessness, nauc~::t, enesis, di.::n:·rh»a, hot flushe:>, rise 
in body temperat,Jre, incr~ase in respiratory rate a!'l.d :i.n systol:t: blood 
pressurP, ::tb·2o::1inal or other muse le '=.'ramps, and dehydr.a tion and loss of body-
Pat terns of Use 
expl1n:1 tion of th".! vnderlying rr->:.:;sons for the uc;e of l>arbi tm:.-at""s. Hor-rP:ver, 
severnl studies have failed to substAntf3te this contPntinn (Ben~ique, 1972; 
Anuny~) 1970) . In recent years barhitura te-using :'opuJ .q tion h'1!'j tended to 
inclHdc more and more youngsters. Hmvks (1971), in reviewing governmPntal 
mat2ri;1ls in the United Kingdom ir1 1970, stated that there -;.:as a shnrp 
obt:dn '11J:ong teen;J.gers i':'! C<PVtd'l. (Sr~:wt, <"t .<tl., 1969; Hhitehe:td, 1970), and 
i.n th!~ Unitr~d States (~k:Ki.llip' Pt al., 1972). Shiel~ (lCJ70) ·'llso niscovered 
cisco between 1967 and JD68. 
Th2 co~p~ehensivP stadir:s of Blum mvi his asseciates (l9!'19b) s!wv that 
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Opiates 
( 
• ., ( 1 • Opiates Op:tum, :.orpru.na, Heroin, ?·leperidine, ~iethadone, etc.) are 
.''depressants having pronounced effect on th(: ·reap::t;:-atory and central nervous 
· " (Bates and Crm..rther, 1973). They are derivatives from the re::;in of 
system 
the pod of the opium poppy (papaver somniferum). The World Health Organiza-
tion committee on Dependence-Producing Drugs (1964) recognizes that drug 
dependence of morphine type, or an agent with morphine-like effects, include 
the follmving chrac teris tics: 
(!) an overpm.,ering desire or need to continue taking the drug and 
to obtain it by any means; th~ need can be satisfied by the drug taken 
initially or by another with morphine-like properties; 
(2) a tendency to increase the dose owing to the developing of 
tolerance; 
(3) a psychic dependence on the effects of the drug related to a sub-
jective and individual appreciation o£ those effects; and 
(/+) a physical dependence on the effects of the drug requiring its 
presence for maintenance of homeostasis and re::mltlng in a definite charac-
ter1~>tic, and self-limited abstinence syndrome when the drug is \dthdrawn. 
Patterns of Use 
O'Donnell and Ball (1966) recognize that narcotic use is concentrated 
in large metropolitan cities. The initial use of heroin was confined to people 
of the 11night life," with Negroes, Jews, Italian and Irish being the main 
ethnic groups involved (Casey, 1969). 
Harcotic use was initially pronounced among the female population 
(Eaken, 1880; Hull, 1885; Annual Report:, Hiehigan, 1337). Hedical prescrip..,. 
tions to women acco:mted for the greater prevalence of opiate addictioa maong 
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viotJSI y. 
Anon (1831) shnws that at least 22 per cent of ~arcotic us~rs had an 
upper-cl'1SS status. The 1885 Io;m survey similarly not('d that the majority of 
opJ,qte esers are to be found amon0 the educated and most honoured and useful 
memherc: of the soci0.ty. The incrP:ased ra.te of narcotics use by bl:tcks seems 
to hflVf~ be~n "1 cnmp.J.ra ti.ve.ly More recent phenomenon (Terry, 1913). Contemporary 
trends shm·J a growing number of users awong ~vhite, suburban~ mi.ddle-class youth 
and mi.lita<y p£~rsonnel (Consmner Report, 1972). Host recently, Bates and 
ro~..rther (1973) recognized th:1t a large popul~tion of the use-cs in the United 
Stat~s f:lre minority group members. In the North, they are likely to be Negroes 
or l';:crtc: RicC~ns liv:i.ng :tn. the l<tr3e urban arens, <tnd they had started herotn 
use b":fon:= t1H~ ngc of t~.renty; in tho. South, they ar~ r.tore likely to be alder 
t-Jhites not living in the major metropolitan areas; in th{_?o Southuest, users are 
most lik~ly to be s,nnish speaking p~rsons and the mzdian age of fi-cst use of 
narcnti.cs vould b·~ seventeen. 
St::i.nmlants are n. graup of drugs \·:hich directly stimulate the central 
nervot.ts syst;:..:!n. The 1!1ost vJid,~ly ~cn"J~m is CC!ff'."!ine. ~bre potent than caffeine 
nr0 .~y·nth~~t:tc stiDul.'1.nts srJ.ch as a1:1.ph~t~T~1ines,· n.:!tl1ar:1plletamine, anO Cf)caine .. 
II 1 • • :;:>r0r '!(~'?. e-..:c~tat:ton, inc:re:1.se ac.t:i_·,rity, anrl a'1 ''tbil~ty to go withont sleep 
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are nfte~ found to be present at t~~ bac~ground t0 the rlrus habtt (Durant, 
stat,1s (Crm7thcr, .1972), hn.ve ;:;.ore crluc~.ticn, -"'nn are of h1.gher I.C~. r:h:rn the 
narcr~l:-fc u-:;er (Fishm::;.::1, 19M3). 
The study of llenrique and his 2ssnciates (1972) raised serio~s questions 
about t:1c contention that nrn.ph2t~:n1.ne u~ers :Jre psychologically <Jepressed and, 
therefo-:-·3, prefer sti:::mlant rlrues, \·Jhereas heroin '.ts"?·rs are an-,.:ious and, 
paticr:t:3 (Chamb:.!r, E~t ;ttl., 1972). By cor.1p:1risryn -;orith narcotic, hyj)aotic and 
ane.lt;etic !'sers, .:unphetauinc-users are yo~mger (Ladm·Yig, 1971.; Hasaki, 1956). 
Th:t~ doe-:: not <;eem to be the case in Eritnin ~·There the Tik'ljority of amphcta-
mine ahH::!"rs tnnd to be middle-ag<?d ·vorM~n (H<nd:s, 19n9; \-!i:!.son :md E<?acon, 
196l.), 
The extensbre stud5.e~: by Tilurn anC. his <J.ssoci?.tcs (1969b) indj cate that 
U!n?ht?tc.r:dne use occurs a~ong students 't·Tho arc older;. are politically left 
wiug an:l 2ctively involved ia politi.cs, differ pclitically from their ~ather5 
a:-:td mothers • • II 
Halluc:i.P.o::;;:;ns 
stan.::es th?t produce ch::tnges in thought, perception, mood n.n.d, som2tinP.s 
II 
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11r:wrn5"'1g glory seeds, 11 DET, mrr, end D:?T. LSA is rrob.:1hly the 
•e~dilv available. 
• ..,r:t J 
The subj<:>ctive effects of LSD, maso1line, and psylocybin de!lend on 
certain ivtportant non-::lrug vari<:>.bles be<'.ring on the personality of the subj~ct, 
the property .:md potency of the drug itself, and the expectations of the 
investi.gator and ingestor (Barron, .1964; Cohen, 1970; Sandison, 1961+; 
Dittman, et al., 1969). Basic physiological effects of LSD are those typical 
of mild exc:i.tement of the S)>i!1.p:1thetic n£>rvous system (Barron, 196L!), euphoria, 
depression, cl.epersonaliz::1tion (Bates and Crouther, 1973). These subst;::nces 
dilate the pupils, const=ict the peripheral arterioles and raise systolic 
blood rress11re (Hollister and Schutz, 1970). They may increase exdtability 
of such spinal refle:.::es such ns the knee jerk (I shell, 1959; Isbell, et a-L, 
1961; Isbell and Ja~inki, 1969). 
Psychological effects include a sense of tinelessness, mysti~al and 
transc,:!nd<'ntnl E'xpcrienc.~s (Cohen, 1970; Lint,Jn and L:mgs, 1961; Urgeleider, 
1966). There are reports 0f a variety of rerceptn~ll chan3es effectE>d by 
h;:J.1lw:in'~<F~'1ic su1,st.:!;:i.ces (T\lee, 1961), gross distortions of bocly irr.:-tge 
(Frc8r1r::.:ta, 1968), and also feeling of anxic~ty, and n.:;itatio~1 (Lud'I:V'ig and 
Levin2, 11fi5n, 1965b). 
H::!.llucino;:;enic drugs do not procluc.e physical d0p':mr1ence; hm·:ever, 
tol2r::mr:e dnes develop. Hhat is more-, thE'! ~tudy of I<>bell <.m.d associ"ltt:s 
(l9fil) conrtuded to th~ e~iste~ce of crns~-toler8nce hPtBnen LSD nnd psilocy-
toler~n~ (Cohen, 1Q70). 
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,.,8 .. terns o.f l:se !..-=-------
Psychnto~i~etic drugs a=2 gb~erelly 11serl hy intellectutls dcsirin3 
observed t0 be c.-:n:fi.nec~, in its initial stages, to int~llectue.l circles 
(Klebt:>r, .1_960; :icG1othli.n and Co1,en, 1965), end college students (Impe:·i, 
Fresh (1970) observed that J,SD users are 
more likely to have u3ed mnrijuana as \vcll as other drugs; Goode (1969) and 
Eels (1968) concu-r ~·Yith this vicu. 
Hany st11dies hn.v·:! focused o::t the sociql <>.ttribntes 'vhich mottvate certain 
person to:vHrd the use of psycherlelic drugs. For Blun (l969b) dc!::ire for self-
understandin;; repr.O>sents one of the strongest motivf's for LSD use. Goldstein 
(1970) reported th::~.t usP.rs of psychedelic drugs scor.?.d lmver on measures of a 
s.::nsc of ~.rell-lwing. Bre:C-::1 a;td Bad: (19158) reported dissati.sf?.ction 'l:rith the 
self <'m1 .q 'Jillingn.:!3S ta change the self by mea'ls of chemical agents as pre-
condition for LSD 11se. Davis (1971), T2c (1970), and Roth (1971) found 
grl'!"ter parental distance and lack of corr .. -nunication for heavy users. Blum 
(l969b), G0ldste~.n (1970), and Kenniston (1966, 1968) have found less responsi-
bility, social rr~turity, and self-control, as well as alienation from societal 
values, disenchantment vith society, a sense of being different from expecta..;. 
tions, cynicism about social obligations, and pessimism about the future among 
users of psychedelic drugs. The findings of other investigators (Klechner, 1968; 
McGlothin and Cohen, 1965) portray the user as out of touch with himself and 
others. 
Cannabis 
Cannabis (narijuana, pot, grass, hashish, reefer, hemp, etc.) is an 
annual plant norr.1ally occurinr, in male and fenale forms. It is probably 
indige.nous to Cc>ntral Asia (Bouq_uet, 1950; blum, 19G9b) but no>.t groHs t-T:ild in 
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The rnost co':'1prehensive and contempora:r:y report on marijuana use in the 
ted States, up to this tit.le, is the Report on the l~atioaa.l Corru11ission on 
an.J Drug Abuse (1972). The Commission reports that because the 
effect:; ctre subjective and individualistic, they are difficult to 
describe. Characteristically, the effects are not constant, but cyclical in 
nature. In lo~1 "social" doses there occurs 
• . • an increased sense of well-being; initial restlessness and 
hilarity follm.;red by a dreamy carefree state of relacation; 
alteration of sense perceptions including expansion of space and 
time; and more vivid sense of touch, sight, smell, taste and sound; 
a feeling of hunger, especially a craving for sweets; and subtle 
changes in thou8ht formation and expression (1972: 68) •. 
In very high doses 
••• psychotomimetic phenomena may be experienced. These include 
distortion of body image, loss of personal identity, sensory and 
mental illusions, fantasies, and hallucinations (1972:68). 
Animal pharmacological studies reveal that marijuana primarily affects the 
central nervous system (Lieberman and Lieberman, 1971; Pillard, 1970; Carline, 
1968; Carlini and Hasur, 1969). Tetrahydrocannlbol has been consistently shmm 
by these studies to affect animals by acting through the central nervous 
system. 
Patte.rns of Use 
Cannabis has been taken in moderate a1;1ounts on a casual basis to foster 
personal sense of ease, freedom, and relaxation, to serve as a social lubricant, 
and as evidence·of friendship and of membership in particular groups (Chopra and 
Chopra, 1969; Smart and Jackson, 1969). This phenor.1ena has been observed in 
many geographic areas, among many different sociocultural groups, and at various 
polnts in time (Bluu, .£!: al., 1969a). 
Cannabis use is related to age. It is generally most popular among 
adolescents and young adults (Nanheimer, et al., 1969; Soueif, 196 7). Hm·;ever, 
consui!lption in India shoHs fairly even age distribution (United Nations Economic 
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council, 195 7), ,,1hile in Thail:md it has reportedly been largely 
to the elderly (U .ii. Coranission on ;-;arcotic Drugs, 1965). At 
.initiation is nest frequent durin!'. adolescence {Robins, ~t a!_.~ 196~; 
1967), hut Chopra and Chopra (1939) found that 40 per cent of their 
-le of re>rular users beaan after the age of thirty vears. sstnp -- v /.;) ·· • 
In general, cannabis users have tended to belong to certain socio-
cultural groups. Except in relation to the current upsurge in Europe and the 
United States, its use has been mostly restricted to the lm..rer socio-economic 
groups. This v:as true also among earlier users in Europe and the United States 
· (Charen and Perelman, 19'•6; Freedman and Rockmore, 1946). At one time cannabis 
preparations \vere widely used by the upper classes in India (Indian Il<:!mp Drugs 
Coomissior1, 189/f), an:ong Hhora the oc-casional ceremonial use of bhanr was quite 
common. A feH authors indicate that the use of cannabis preparations is \.:ide-
spread, but not readily apparent, aeong the upper sociocultural classes of 
North Africa (Bouquet, 1951~ Roland and Teste, 1958). 
Ia countries ~vi th :1 long his tory of cannabis use, extremely poor rural 
worke.rs a:r~ often able to fit moderate us~~ of cannab:ls :i.nto their routine of 
living, Hi th little tendency to increase the frequency of amount; ~·rhen they 
migrate to city slums, hmvever, increased and undisciplined patterns of use 
often develop (Chopra and Chopra, 1957; Roland and Teste, 1958). 
Poverty has been reported as beinr; associat<~d with cannabis use~ but 
recer1t patterns of use have clearly not been confined to the poorer sections of 
the ccnn:1unity. 
Not only have various dep;rees of social alienation been noted in connec-
tion vith sm:-te use of cannabis (Blum, et al., 1969b) ~· but cannabis use is also 
associ.ated HJth prior us~ by the father or other members of the family (Smart, 
1970); early initiation ila;s been f:ounC. to be f-'<1sitve.ly correl:1ted -;,;ith lon~~ and 
')'I 
~.j 
In a ,,;orcl, the d:iFfusfon antl effects of usychotro~ic drugs de!'1end~ 
ly on the cultural context of the absorbing :>ociety. ~~u'.:, besides tbe 
fie, pharmacological nature of each drug, m.1ch of the effects are. contin~ent 
non-dn<g v2.riables of Hhich the ::wcial cont0.xt nnd the exp0ctations of actors 
Hm-1ever, apart fro111 these subjective <1nd situational factors, 
there are certain more or less ~1ell defined effects prooer to each drug. These 
effects are surumarily presented on the follo~.,ring chart, 
In sum, three broad categories of drugs are identifiable based on the 
11ature of dependence they produce and their capacity to induce psychotoxity and 
antisocial behaviour. First, there are •vreak psychoactive drugs; of these, 
tobacco alone will be included in this study. Tobacco produces ~..;eak psycho-
active effects. It may produce psycholor,:i.c dependence, but it does not induce 
antisocial behaviour. Stimulant psychoactive drugs include amphetamines, 
cocaine, hallucinogens and cannabis. They act on the central nervous system. 
The component comnon to them is their ability to induce psychologic dependence. 
With the exception of cannabis, they also produce tolerance and severe and 
often violent antisocial behaviour during administration. The third group of 
druge can he termed depressant psychoactive drugs. These include alcohol, 
barbiturates, opiates, morphine and alternates. Chatacteristic of these drugs 
is the5.r capacity to produce strong psychotoxity, tolerance, psychologic and 
physical dependence, and antisociB.l behaviour. Pharmacolorsicall, these represent 
the strongest type of dependence-producing drugs, It is the task of sociological 
theory to address itself to the social processes governing drug-using behaviour. 
l!an1.e 
Heroin 
Opiates, 
Opium 
:rorphine 
Codeine 
l-Ietbadone 
Tobacco 
Ampheta-
mine 
Cocaine 
l!\n rij uan?. 
Slang Name1 
H, Horse, Scat, 
Junk, Smack, Scag 
Stuff, Harry 
"O", Op 
l~hite Stuff 
School Boy 
Coffin nail, Fag 
Smokes 
Bennies, Dexies 
Speed, '\>Jake-ups, Lid 
Poppers, Hearts, Pep 
Pills, Beans, etc. 
Corrine, Gold Dust, 
Coke, Bernice, Flake 
Star dust, Snow, 'C', 
Candy, Charlie, etc. 
Pot;· Grass, Tea,. Gage, 
Reefers, Kif, Bhang, 
etc. 
FIGURE 1 
smnvrAR.Y PRESENTATION OF DRUG EFFECTS 
Tolerance 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
-------~ependence 
Psychological Physical 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Perhaps 
No 
No 
No 
Effects 
Sedation; euphoria: relief 
of Pain; impaired intellec-
tual functioning, and 
coordination; loss of 
appetite and weight; 
constipation 
Relaxation; caloo~ess; 
Socialability 
Alertness, activeness, 
insomnia, ~·reight loss, 
irritability, restlessness, 
eu!Jhoria 
Excitation, talkativeness, 
alertness, insomnia, loss of 
appetite, euphoria, extreme 
i rri tab ili ty 
Relaxation, eu?horia, 
increased appetite; percep-
tions, sociability 
LSD 
Nescaline 
I'eyote. 
Psilocybin 
Barbiturates 
Alcohol 
Slane '-J~ el i um 
Acid, Sugar 
Trips, big D, 
Cubs, "A" 
Barbs, Blue 
Devils, Yellmv 
Jackets, Phennies, 
Peanuts, Blue 
Heavens, Blue 
Dolls, Blue 
Bullets, etc. 
Booze, Juice 
Hooch, Suds, 
Bre1v-, liard 
Stuff, Grapes 
Tolcra.nce DeEendence 
Psycholo~>.ical 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
Physical 
i'iv 
Yes 
Yes 
Effects 
Distortion of senses, 
insiRhtful experiences, 
impaired coordination, 
anxiety 
Sleep induction, rela~a­
tion, sedation, drowsiness, 
ir.:pa ired j ud r,r:,en t , 
reaction time, c.oordin<~ tiou, 
and emotion control, 
weight loss, relief of 
anxiety 
Sense alteration: 
anxiety reduction; 
impaired judgment, 
reaction time, coordination, 
emotional control; anti-
social behaviour; brain and 
live damage 
1 ·~Adapted from Oakley S. Ray, Drugs, Society and Human Behavior. Springfield, Ill.'i C. V. }~osby, 1972. 
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Cll'I.PTER II 
THEORETICAL FP.AHS O'F REFERENCE AND HYPOTHESES 
Theoreti.cal Frames of Reference 
The etiology of drug use has been studied from various disci~linary per-
In general, causal explanations of drug use have depended heavily 
.on either psychological and psychiatric theories of behaviour. In near 
·unanimity, investiRators have described the drug-user as maladjusted, hostile, 
. immature, dependent, manipulative, narcissistic, etc. )Brill, 1960; Kuh, 1961; 
Diskincl, 1962; Chein, ~-·, 1964; Yablonski, 1965). Accordingly, drug taking 
. is viewed as "an a.djustive response to an inner \vorld of unbearable tension" 
(Ausubel, 1962). People who take drugs do so as an adaptation to deep-
seated psychological needs ~vhich are a function of crises encountered in the 
process of adolescence; ·or the failure to identify v1ith the father figure 
(Chein, et al., 1964; VJinick, 195 7). Hmvever, sociological explanation of. 
druR use focuses not on personality charactistics, but on the socia.l factors 
and processes that determine this behaviour. 
Sociological OrientaUon 
In general, sociological theorizing shout drug using behaviour has con-
sistently mentioned two variables: social organization and class position 
(Fort, 1966; Isbell, 1955). Central to this orientation is the Nertonian con-
cept of differential legitimate opportunity structure, and anomie adaptation 
consequent on structural strains. Since Emile Durkheim (1897) originally 
er,,ployed the concept of anomie as an explanation of differentials in suicidal 
behaviour, the concept has been used by Eerton to account for various forms of 
devia~1CC, including clr:ug use. Accord.tng to Durkhe.im, <l disturbance "in societal 
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to \vi.1ich a person has beco,.l\2 adjust>::~d coulu oe as into1l::ra~l2 as 
to p1-oduce suicidal behaviour. :ter ton (1955), and Clo•vard and Ohlin (1966) 
sugi_:e3 t.: as a catwal factor of deviant behaviour' the blockfng nf ooth the 
lcgitiriatc: aad iller,itinatc. roads to succeas Such blocks ar2 iw.:ongx:u~nt ~dti:1 
the cultural emphasis on achievement. The attenuin2 frustrations are apt to 
produce variou3 types of anomie adaptation, one of h·hich is retreatism, The 
drug user is vie~v-ed as ~dthdra•·lins or retreating from both the goals and 
mean->. "fbis theory is subject to criticism on the follm.,rin::; points: first, 
it does not explain why many others >vho also experience such frustrations do 
not select this mode of retreatist adaptation. Second, it fails to explain 
why persons other than lmver-class, disadvantaged persons use psychoactive 
suostances. 
~,.lerton' s approach represents the utilization of the order perspective of 
social orr,anization as an explanatory frame\vork of dru8-usin~ behaviour. For 
him, Jrug taldng represents a specific mode of anomie adaptation or adjustment 
to social strains. This notion implies a certain amount of societal discon-
tent, and readjustment to this situation. This perspective, abstracted frora 
its .=;ocioecono;dc contents, can be a viable explanatory fra:ne,,·ork of non-
conf Oi:'i11l;lg iJ ·2haviou-c wi.t;;\in various types of social sys tema. 
Rational action is goal-directed. It entails inputs, outputs and 
re'.\'ards cvhich can as v1ell be the rr:2asure of the d·~gre:e of t-mrk satisfaction on 
the p(lrt of thE: actor. For tlw high sc:10ol student, "soing to school" is a 
r.:ttional, r;oal-directcd action. Output and re.vm:::d:.> arc. n,e<1::mred 1:1ainly in 
perfoniC.:tnce con~~L~tently falL_; ~elo~·l the levc1 of ::-xpc.ctation, situ;;:.tious of 
strain y:a:r arise ;~fZc.ctinz his entire .;;elf--syntem. It is su;=~r;estsd ~1erc. 
ti1at 3uch str<:d.n:; and stresc:;es anJ lo·.v self-.::·steer:, :i.nco:l3istf:n!: ""'it~1 thP-
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ethic of: tht; middl,~-·class, h<b the potenti<'l of leadiag the e>tt·ained 
to select c0npeasator=' bnt anomie r<todcs of ad.~uatmeti.t ,.;ld.ch r.oay 
Devian~~ Perspective 
Tile cor:.flict n~oclel of soeial organization is a broad theoretical basi<> 
ths study of drug-usinz, behaviour. This perspective :refers to ":vhat is 
.required to grmv and change, rather than to adjust to existing practicer; and 
hypothesized rer1uirer..ents for the t'laintenance of the social system" (Horton, 
!966). ldthin this broader perspective, tl1e labellint; of drur;-using behaviour 
as deviant ,.is a nanifestation of conflict situation", and "the labelling 
process itself is also indicative of conflict . Deviance as it describes 
either the behoviour or the label involves the means by >·Ihich actors strive 
for goals ~.rithin a socio-political context" (Denisoff and i·.lcCaghy, 1973). In 
terms of this ~1odel, drug-using behaviour is a confli.ctin~~ social plwnor:.enon 
both fror:~ the societal and sub societal point of vie1..r. In other ivords, this 
behaviour is the concrete n:anifestation of a nm..r value system, or what 
l·~esser (1971) calls a uradically redefined \vorld view. 11 Such a ne-c..r value 
system J2.monds counter norms. Stated differently, adolescents who subscribe 
to selecting this mode of rational behaviour--drug use--alr;o subscribe to a 
chared value and normative. system radically different from that of the larr,er 
societal values and norms. It is these counter norr;:s '"'hich define "appropriate" 
and acceptable behaviour of subsocietal members who subscribe to a definite 
subculture. It is to be eX}Jected that societal reaction to this rational 
behaviour, far from havin:; an inhibiting effect, ~vould tend to reinforce this 
value anJ normative system, 1vith the latent effect of making actors, sharing 
as they do a co;nr::~onality of iJe(1logical seedbed, to gravitate tmvard each 
otiH'':C for support for tbci.r bei1aviours. 
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It is ,.;itliin titis larger theoretical frame>.;ork that a n..:1rrm~er, more 
speciicic anJ rele'Jant th0ory will be forrmlated as a frame·.vork for the explana-
tion of drug-using-behaviour of students. 
_ Lab0ling Orientation 
As deviance L1eory of the symbolic interactionist persuasion has shown 
in so many differing connectious (;:;ecker, 1963; Davis, 1961; Freidson, 1965; 
Goffo.an, 1963; Kitsuse, 1961; Lemert, 1962) tlie act by the comr.runity of 
successfully labeling a particular practice as deviant invariably constrains 
the "deviant" to "structure much of his identity and activity" (Strauss, 
_1959) in tenns of such imputations of deviance. Deviants have a tendency to 
gravitate to~-;ards each other in order to gain support for their deviancy. 
Accordingly, support for behaviours and ideas is be.lieved to he nore necessat'y 
the more nesativcly these are defined by outsiders (Becker, 1963; Cohen, 1955)~ 
Variants of Interactionism 
bec;~er (1963), in his attempt to handle theoretically drug taking 
behaviour, discusses how one must learn a rationale as a pre-condition for the 
use and enjoyment of marijuana. In ta!dng this vie\v Becker, in effect, is 
using thz differential association theory formulated by Sutherland (1955) 
which lean~3 heavily on synbolic interaction and reference group theory. 
Ti1e statement of differential association theory holds, in effect, that 
"criminal behaviour is learned in interaction v:ith persons in a pattern ·of 
communication" and that 11 the specific direction of motives, dr.f.ves, rationaliza-
tion and attitudes is learned fron persons who define the codes as rul<os to oe 
oi>ssrved, an<.l from persons 1-:rhose attitudes are favourable to the violation of 
legal coJss" (SutherlanJ and Cressey, 1960). Otherwise stated, deviant 
hehav.Lm•r .Ls learned through the pt·oc-2ss of interaction. 
(7.l'.t:'kr (lJ61), in i:lis search for a more:: heu.r is tic concept, offers his 
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ferential identific;:;tion theory as an alternative to differential asso-
:De.fin2.ng ide:1tlfication as "the dwice of another 2rom \.Jhose per-
we vi£\>' om.- o;:,r.n behaviour," he formulates llis theory th:.~ t. "a 
persoa pursue3 criminal beh?viour to tite extent that b..: identifies hir.1self 
with real or imaginary persons .(rom \·ihose perspective his crirdnal bella·,;riour 
C ~ ··) t ~ l' , "'" (C' 1 a~ nr seems ac ~-1 u -.1..-- ' "·•~ , 1961). As a theory, it emphasizes social inter-
action in ,.__,ilich there is a choice of behaviour wodcls and also interaction 
with hir,tself in rat:lonalizing h:i.s behaviour. This orientation is substan-
tially a reference grou? theory, and Glaser suggest that such a theory is 
adequat.:~ly explanatory of deviant ()ellaviour in general. 
The discussions of Sutter (1969), Goode (1970), and Feldr.mn (1968), 
reflect substantially the interactionist theoretical P"'rspective. In discus-
sing' the norraal social processes o;.;ithin the drug v1orld, Sutter (1969) and 
Goode (1970) note that to "turn someone on" means to introduce him to the 
drut;. lt :ts an expression of friendship, trust, and acceptance. llost youth 
are introduced to the drug in the normal course of living by a close friend. 
After titey have learned to use drugs for pleasure, being turned on and turn-
iug otl.ers on bt.!comes "an established social practicE., 11 Entrance into drug 
use, observes Sutter (1968) 
•• is a developing c;xperience and a highly selective process 
that d.::~pends on access to drugs, acceptance by drug-using 
associates, kinds of images ~vhich youngsters for;n of drug use, 
anti the runs of experience ':vhich affect their interpretation of 
ti1e drug effects ("tri'ps'). 
This su;~gests the interpretation of drug use as part of a subcultural uay of 
life (Sucbman, 1960) in '"hich the "converts" are involved in the "ac.tivs 
creation of rar~aning" (:latza, 1969). 
This alternative explanation of adolescent drug use departs rer;1arkedly 
fro;;: tr12 psycholorical predisi:>Ositicn and social structur:tl •·reakness of the 
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toFard the social processes >v:1ereby drug user:;, both before and 
ft...,-,. Lh~u·r cx.peri!·v:mtation, interact with :i.mportant memb2rs •)f their social a ~-- ·' 
1.1JaY [)c seen a:; "grotdng out of ·an ideological seed-bed" (Feldman, 1963) ~ Hhere 
re\vards of status and prestige are conferred upon each other. Ra ti1er than 
· .• :."''' dn.H~ experinentation as the result of "acting out internal problems" Vl.Civ ~-''"' ~ -· 
(Ausubel, 19Gfl, and many others), or the consequence of failure in legitimate 
and illegitimate social structure (~·lerton, 1955; Cloward and Ohlin, 1966), 
drug users could be szeu as playing an active, conscious role in their intra-
duction into drug use by striving towards a high status within their social 
world, The student turns to drugs, observes Fcldr.1an (1968), "not as a result 
of anomie, but rather to capitalixe on an alternative mode of enhancing his 
status and prestige within a given social system." 
The foregoing observations do suggest that adolescent drug-using 
be:1;wiour could adequately be handled by the general theory of interaction 
and r.::fe1.·encc group theory. Briefly stated, refer2nce group theory holds · 
that 1 'imn~an beings derive their norms frc)m the eroups t-Jith which th.::y identity, 
not only from groups to ~.;hich they arc exposed" (lh:ooks, 1963). And Page 
(1954) states: 
That men act in a social fr::tme of reference yielded by the 
sroups of \vhich th2y are a part is a notion undoubtedly 
ancic,nt and probably sound. i.'ere this alon2 the concern of 
reference group theory, it would merely be a ne~.; term for an 
old focus in sociology, Hhich has alvmys cent::red on the 
r;roup d.:oternina.tion of behaviour. There is, bm,:ever, the 
further fact tl1at men freqU(:ntly orient thea1selves to groups 
other than their o;,Tn in s::a?inr; their bE:ba·,riour -'i.n:l 
evaluations • . • 
In othe:r Hord3, individ•.ials learn the appropriate norns of conduct fron the 


':t~ach of these is a face-to-face interaction unit. It is suggested here that 
these units of interaction constitute crucial factors both for the way a 
student comes to define himself, and the type of behaviour consequent on such 
definition. 
On the basis of this theoretical discussion and the literature reviewed, 
ve now proceed to formulate specific hypotheses about high school student 
drug-using behaviour. 
Hypotheses 
In dealing with the family, peer-group, and school as units of interaction, 
it is important to knm-1 what kind of properties and conditions of these units are 
·associated with differentials in student drug-using behaviour. Viewing the 
family of orientation as a specific interaction unit, t-7hat seems to be crucial 
for student behaviour is the availability and quality of parental models for 
behaviour and, to some extent, parental socioeconomic status. 
The Family Structure 
The importance of both parents as behaviour models for their children has 
been recognized by sociologists and psychologists. Accordingly, the absence 
of one parent is said to impede the process of identification, resulting in 
problems of adjustment (Charen, 1946; Blum, 1969b; Tee, 1973). Einstein, for 
instance, reports that of 50 per cent of drug addicts a significant male figure 
was raissing by the time the addict ~v-as eleven years old. Chein and his asso- . 
ciates (1964) found that "in almost all the addict families there was a dis-
turbed relationship between the parents II 
Seevers (1972), citing a number of empirical studies, notes that a 
relation exists between variations in family relationships and the emergence of 
drug use or non-use on the one hand, and bet'tV'een the degree of deteriorati.on in 
family relations and intensity of drug use on the other. Factors studied range 
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from complete to incomplete homes to foster homes, contact or non contact with 
parents. The non-user is at one end of the scale with tV"ell-adjusted family 
rel~tions, and the intensive drug user at the other end, showing the highest 
degree of disruption. 
It has also been observed that the contemporary opiate user does not 
appear to be so fortunate in birth and rearing {Hess, 197i; Ball and Moffett, 
1970). The United Nations Commissions on Narcotic Drugs (1972) has made the 
observation that opiates are used to compensate for parental and emotional 
deprivation. A history of weak or absent father and an indulgent but rejecting 
mother is at the background of opiate use. Hence, \lle may hypothesize that: 
{1) the less intact the family, the more the likelihood that the offspring lvill 
use drugs; {2) the less satisfying the family relations~ the more the likelihood 
that students ~vill use drugs. 
The degree of family intactness is measured by inquiring into the structure 
of the family within \-rhich students gre'" up for the greater part of their lives. 
The ideal intact family is one in which both parents live together; lvhereas the 
less intact family is one l·Thich involves the absence of either the father or 
mother figure from the family as a result of death, or separation or divorce. 
In terms of our hypothesis, we \-TOuld expect to find that student drug users 
l-lould te.nd to come from the second type of families, that is, from fam:f.lies in 
which students have been reared for most of their lives in the absence of one 
of the parents. 
Value Transmission 
~~hile there is some evidence that families of young drug users tend to be 
less close emotionally than those of young people not using illegal drug.s 
(Tee, 1970; Pittel, 1971), it is also true that parents ~·7ho drink and smoke 
and who use prescription drugs stand a sigrdfic~ntly higher cha·oce of raising 
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children who experiment with, and use illegal drugs (Good, 1972; Laventhar, 
et al., 1971; Lm-1rence and Velleman, 1970). In his studies, for instance, 
:;.::;---
1 (1972) found at least 60 per cent of drug users to be from families J{ieho z 
1Jith histories of alcoholism, abuse of drugs by mother, suicide and suicidal 
attempts. Similarly, student cannabis use has been found to be associated lvith 
prior use by the father or other members of the family (Blum, 1969b; Chopra and 
Chopra, 1939; Soueif, 1967; smart, et al., 1970), and early initiation has been 
shown to be positively correlated with long use and heavy use by family members 
(Stringaris, 1933; Robins, et al., 1968). Amphetamine-using students tend to 
come from homes in 'tV'hich drugs, especially tranquilizers and sleeping pills have 
been used by one or both parents (Smart and Cos, 1970). Hence, we may hypothe-
size that: the more involved parents are with drugs, and more the likelihood 
that their offspring will use drugs. 
In operational terms, students indicating that either of their parents has 
used any of the drug-cannabis, LSD, amphetamines, barbiturates, heroin--are 
more likely to be involved with drugs than students indicating that neither of 
their parents has used any drugs. A similar argument could be made with regard 
to the siblings of students. 
Socioeconomic Factors 
The literature dealing \-lith drug use by students recognize that one of 
the determinants of this behaviour is the socioeconomic status of the family 
of orientation. Preston and Fry (1971) observe that student drug user is 
more likely to be of higher socioeconomic status than the non-user. His 
parents are distinctly middle-class in terms of education and occupation 
(Greenwald and Leutgart, 1971; Brotman, 1967; Kenniston, 1968). Admittedly, 
opiates and marijuana have had a long history of use in urban ghettos (Ball 
and Chambers, 1966). However, these drugs appear to have diffused more rapidly 
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. cent years to persons Hith substantial incomes than to persons with more 
itt t' 
tnOderate incomes. Unlike the urban, ghetto, minority and, therefore, dis-
d .. nt"cred persons, the new heroin user is the \•lhite, middle-class youth, a Vo. -••~:· 
alienated and frustrated (Buxbaum and Hartin, 1972). Surveys by Barter and 
biS associates (1970), and Suchman (1967) and Blum (1969b) confirm this relation-
ship bet\·Teen drug use and high socioeconomic status. This is particularly true 
of students who use barbiturates and amphetamines (Durant, 1965; Smart and Cox, 
1970), and hallucinogenic substances (Greem.rald and Leutgart, 1971). Therefore, 
we may hypothesize that: the higher the socioeconomic status of parents, the 
greater the likelihood that students \vill take drugs. 
Parental socioeconomic status is measured in terms of the level of educa-
tion and type of occupation. In the case of education, the point can be made 
that student drug users are more ~ikely to come from more highly educated 
parents, that is, parents \-lho have at least a college education. The conten-
tion can also be made that these parents are more likely to be of higher 
occupational status--professionals, business managers, white collar employees--
than those of non-drug-using students. 
R~~ious Affiliation 
Of related interest is the religious factor. High rates of drug use have 
been found to be characteristic among persons who profess to have no religious 
affiliation or have no interest in religion (V.Thitehead and Brook, 1973; Blum, 
~., 1969b; Hauss, 1960; Hhitehead, 1970; Greenwald and Leutgart, 1971; 
Kohn and Hercer, 1971). This had been interpreted as a form of rejection by 
adolescent drug-users of the values of parents (Breda, 1971; Sonerhausen, 1971; 
Sohot3, 1968). Adler and Lotecka (1973), for instance, recognize that student 
drug use varies negatively vlith church participation; the greater the involve-
tnent in church, the less the drug usage. These findings are consistent vlith 
3.., 0 
·port,:; Blum (1969b) has observ~d that amphetamine and barbiturate-
other re . • 
aee!< new experlenct:!S, and h3ve no religiou3 affiliation. 
siroil;,::ly, u::;e of hallucinogens is h·eavy among students who characteri::e 
their r2.U.giou,;; affiliation as "agno3tic" or "none" (Greenwald and Leutgart, 
1972). Since our com.'lluaity is predominantly Catholic, it would be of interest 
to se'a whether the f~'" exceptional cases ~-till tend to support the findings 
cited above. Hence, we would hypothesize that: (1) the less religious the 
background of students, the more likely are they to use drugs. Other..rise 
stated, drug usera will tend to indicate that they have no religious affilia-
tions; (2) the less involved students are in religious activities, the more 
likely they are to uae drugs. 
Peer Group Relatio.!!,S 
Initiation into the use of mind-alter:Lng drugs as well a;; ·its continuous 
use i3 believed to take place \'lithin the context of the immediate peer group. 
ReL'ltive unifcroity exists on this point. Even with t·espect to narcotic 
drugs, the introduction of use takes place via the peer group (Chein, et al., 
1964). Opiate use, like marijuana srr..oking, is 11cultogenic11 an.d "sociogenic;" 
it ir> a peer group ph~nomenon pursued in a recreational and peer setting 
(Chopra and Chopra, 1965; Ball and Chambers, 1970; Kolb, 1962). There is 
usually a strong identification with drug-taking groups, ·frequ~ntly assuming 
the form of a drug-t~king subcul\';ure. Asaociation with the groui) becomes 
almost essential to the individual' a sense of o;.tnll-being (AMA D:'!pt. of Hen tal 
Health? 1971; Proctor, 1971). Some hav::a hypothesized that drug use, from the 
earl1.~C!3t stages of it;; d~velopment, io instrumental itl the expression of 
fri•~ndship, t.:ust, end interpersonal acceptance, implying that it may be !.!lore 
frer.p.:ently employed by those who value such intcrpersonal·goals (Blurrre. 1967; 
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r P., . ..,39ur?.s are at the background of drug-taking behaviour. · This seems to pee ~-
be signific<!nt in nll a g.~ groups and at all levels of society. As Dolner 
(1971) c:bser:es, "one is thought of as a 'queer duck' just as much for 
~"abstaining from alcoholic drinks at certain social functions, as for refusing 
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rijuana, 'pills', or amphetamines at others." Drug-taking activity can 
thus be used to attain status within a group (Sutter, 1966), and as a response 
to behavioural expectations of significant others. 
In this connection Leech and Jordan (1971) observe that there is motiva-
don for a person to "do right" in the eyes of his peers who can exercise 
behaviour modification in various ways. Likewise, Connell (1964) writes: 
"teenagers take drugs to be with it.'' Blum (1969b) gives the following as 
reasons \vhy young people take drugs: "give it a try; because others did it, to 
be a good sport in the eyes of peers; desire to be hero; and part of group 
member~hip." Winick similarly observes that drug taking sometimes·serves as an 
entry to a group. Becker (1963) and Goode (1970) refer to the "cultogenic" and 
"sociogenic" nature of some drugs. Thus, if one's peer-group serves at the 
same tine as one's reference group, then one's attitude to drug-taking will 
have to be determined by how the group define a drug-taking behaviour. Dai 
(1937), Chein (1964), and Fineatone (1964 suggest this to be the case. On the 
basis on the foregoing observations it can by hypothesized that: 
A substantial portion of drug-using youngsters would also have 
dr.ug-using friends. 
In other words, students reporting u9e of any of the drugs are more 
likely to indicate that their friends also use drugs. Furthermore, the more 
involved students are with the use of drugs the higher ia their perception of 
peers .and friends using drugs, and th·a more likely are they to perceive the 
use of drugs aa a quest for fun and the le.ss Ltk2ly m:e they to explain it in 
Formal Social Affiliations 
It has been observed above that drug-taking behaviour has to be viewed 
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,ithin the context of normal social processes. Peer groups ..::onstitute infr;>rmal 
social interaction contexts. Various organizations within the school environ-
.....,t on the other hand, constitute formal interaction contP-xts. \-.Thether such 
~- , ' 
formal social processes within the school environment have any meaningful 
influence on the nature and extent of student drug use is a·problem area that 
deserves exploration. Indeed, Blum (1969b), Linn (1971), and Tee (1972) 
suggest that differential student drug use is contingent on varying affilia-
tions with formal student organizations. Since experience with drugs almost 
always occurs in social contexts, and since such.·experiences are not: equally 
distributed·amongcall people within any given community, we might .hypothesize 
,.that: 
The more involved a student is in school organizations, the more 
the likelihood that he will use drugs. Furthermore, the pattern 
of his drug-using behaviour will be contingent on the type of 
groups to which he belongs. The nature of experience with drugs 
will be significantly related to· the type of social groups with 
which students are involved or identified. 
Otherwise stated, drug use patterns in ter~3 of student involvement with 
drugs and the drug of preference, will tend to be contingent of what school 
organizations he belongs to, or what school activities he participates in. 
This, in effect, invites the speculation that school organizations and/or 
activities have at least the latent function of providing differential exposure 
to, and opportunity for, the experimentation with psychoactive substances. In 
comparison with their non-drug-using peers, student drug-users will be more 
active socially. and will tend to participate in wider range of activities 
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Level of Performance 
The studies of Chein and his associates (1964) found young heroin 
addicts to be under-achievers both in the voc.n.tional and educational fields. 
t (1955) also recognized his patients to be "in revolt against what they tot 
considered the competitive, striving aspects of American society." This 
raises the interesting question of relationship between the quality of pe~­
formance in school and the use of·drugs by students. 
on this point there exists no consensus. Smart (1972) and Wiener (1970) 
recognized a greater likelihood of drug uae by students who perform unsatis-
factorily in school. The Utah Governor's Citizen Advisory Committee on Drugs 
(1969) indicated that a much higher proportion of high school dropouts were 
involved with drugs than other students.' Blum (1969b), on the other hand, 
infers from a vast mass of data that drug experience is not a predictor of 
grades. 
Whether this holds true for high school students is hypothetical. To 
fill this gap in knowledge we would hypothesize that: 
The poorer the performance at school, the ~~re the likelihood 
that students will take drugs. In other words, drug users, as 
compared with non-users, are more likely to be less than B students. 
This would tend to suggest th.at·students "with similar problems of 
adjustment" (Cohen, 1955) to their academic role would tend to inter-
act frequently for support. This suggestion will gain support only 
if a significant proportion of under-achievers use drugs, and if the 
closest friends of such under-achievers· are also under-achievers, and 
are ~T.Uch involved with drug-using subculture. 
The s~ctions that follow will discuss procedures for, and actual testing of, 
these hypotheaes. 
CHAPTER III 
HETHODOLOGY 
Data Gathering Procedures 
~astion~ai~e Data 
The data were gathered in two stages: first, by a self-administered 
questionnaire involving the entire student community and, second, by an 
interview of a limited, randomly selected number of students. 
The parameters of·our reaearch problem have been so defined as to focus 
on social processes that are likely to be determinants of student drug-seeking 
behaviour. The content of the questionnaire specifies these social deter-
minants and processes. A group of high school students from the same school 
were involved in the construction of the questionnaire. They were given the 
opportunity to express their views on and make sugg-estions about all the items 
inthe·questionnaire. A.nuznber·of these suggestions·were·incorporated into 
the final questionnaire. All the items·of the questionnaire were written in 
the form of close-ended questions. 
Data Gathering Procease~ 
After the necessary permission for the study had been obtained from.thot 
appropriate administrative personnel of the school, arrangements were made 
regarding the practical details for gathering the data. On the day agreed 
upon, in the month of October, 1973~ a group of sociology graduate students 
the school where, with the appreciative cooperation of the faculty of the 
high nchool, they spent the entire working day gathering the data. All the 
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• n..,..,.;...-c ... ;; ~.-are ad:nh1.:Lstered durin2 the En~lish cl"!<·"-'o:.- A graduate que3tl-'"' ··""-"""' · ~ ~ .,.. __ 
t ··d"'"'t: W'.li; assig£l~d to each class to suparvis~ the task~· Before handing 
·s ... -··· 
read. The s>;;•.ldents wi!re asked to 1:espond to the questions with s·ariousness 
and honesty. Despite the anonymous nature of the instrument,.·it was explicitly 
explained to the students that the re:searcheJ;.s were committed to treat all 
responsea as confidential. The questionnaires were then.handed out to the 
st\!Clents and, after the instructions were read out ·to students and any relat•ad 
questions or problems were handled, respondents filled· out the que:9tionnai:res. 
'Ihe first twenty-five Dinutes of th~ claas·were specifically set aside 
.. for filling out the questionnaires •. \vn-en;all students had finished, filling 
out their questionnaires, the superviaing graduate. student gathered them and 
expressed his appreciation for the coop2ration.of students. ·The support and 
cooperation of the administration and ·faculty.is a fact that deserves mantion; 
.onstrable seriousnass of students in their general approach to 
The data were subsequently transferred to Hollerith .cards for 
analy~Jis and testing of hypotheses • 
. The Interview 
It1 order to insure a. certain ;a;:r.ount of validity and reliability to the 
study, it was decided to supplement the questionnaire·data by interviewing 
some ox the students. The content of the interY:f.~l"' was substantially the 
same cHl the questionnaire in that it explored the same behavioural and 'Socio-
cultur!ll dimensions that 'V7ere meaaured by the questionnaire. , The insti.-ument 
for tl;e interview wa~ a revision of the queationnai::e. :Some questions '~ere 
addad in o·rder to fill in g.aps ·in the questionnaire data, and to ~e:.q>lor.e at 
, greater depth some oth:er more rele,rant variabl~s. The principal of the school 
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the appropriate place for the interview. 
To a~lect the interview sample, we obtained a computer print out of all 
students indicating their year in school and grade point, average·. · From theaa 
sources, a stratified ra.ndom sample was selected according to two character-
istics: (1) thirty students were selected from each class· level and (2) of 
these students an equal number were high achievers, average achievers, and 
~ achievers, the level of achievement measured by whether a student's grade 
point average falls within A, B, or C category respectively.. A total of 120 
students were chosen to be interviewed. 
It was hoped that by this type of sample we would embrace a cross 
section of the student community. On that expectation, i·t was assumed that 
the drug-taking behav1.our of this stratified, random sample would· be a valid 
index of the drug-taking behaviour of the-entire student community. ·It was 
also hoped that a research strategy combining questionnaire and -interview 
data would make it possible, to· ·test' for validity and reliability and further 
enhance the value of the conclusions that would eventually be .drawn from the 
study. 
Interview Procedures 
A letter was sent to each of the selected students introducing th~ inter-
viewer, describing the need for, and purpose of the interview, and appealing 
to the student to voluntarily participate in the study.- A slip of· paper was 
enclosed in each letter on which the student was asked to' indicate hia willing-
ness to be interviewed, the most convenient time for an intervier.v, and his 
homeroom number. This information was to be mailed to i:he researcher in an 
enclosed, self-addressed and stamped envelope. 
The first responses were not very encouraging. Of the 120 students 
sent invitations, 20 replied and-volunteered to be intervi~ed. Though this 
~~~ 
il 
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· onse rate was low we nonetheless went ah2ad with theinterviewing. Mean-
resp 
while, contact was mai<ltained with other ·nonresponsive students in order to 
encou::nge th~m to be l:Jore c"operative. The re;:;ult is that 76 of the originally 
120 selected students were interviewed. This represents 63.3 per cent of the 
entire. intervi~H sample. 
tJith regard to the interview itself, preliminary interviewing exercises 
were tm.d~rtaken with a group of students as a test of· the interview instru-
ment and a training for the interviewer himself. On the basis of theae pre-
interview exercises the interview instrument was revised for the actual 
interJiewing. 
It was the·policy of the researcher to adapt himself to the convenience 
of each student. Aa far as possible, students were interviewed on the day and 
at the time indicated oy them. On the evening before the interview, . direct. 
con&:a.cts were made with atudenta to finalize arrangements for the interview. 
The facilities of the faculty parlors, physically removed from the main school 
and administrative buildings were at our disposal. · It was there that the 
inte~viewing took place. All interviewing was done by the researcher. Inter-
vievJa~s were generally communicative and· cooperative. 
General Characteristics of the Student Community 
and the Intervi·~ Sample 
The study involves the entire· community of an all boy::;, Catholic high 
school located in a suburban, middle-class neighbourhood. ·Current student 
enrollment was 1,200 students. On the day ·the questionnaire data were 
gathered, there were 1,107 students in attendance. This represents 92.3 per 
cent of the entire student community. 
The structure of the :1tudent community in terms of rel::i.gion iiJ oYer-
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A small proportion of them (3.2 p<::r cent) are of an unspecified religious 
background, o.nd o:n.ly a fm¥ (L2 per cent) have no religious affiliation. 
'l'h·ate ate~ a f;;.>.;¥ Protestants, Orthodox, and Jewish. In terms of education, 
the sted2nta come from genarally well educated families •. Z.!ore than one-half 
(56.3 pe:c cent) of their fathers and nt le-ast tT.Jo-fifths • (40.7) of their 
JDOthe:t:J have at least a college education •.. Thirteen per cent of, their. 
father•'> and 5.1 per cent of their mothers have earned a Master's degree, a 
ph.D., or a postgraduate professional degree. The occupations of the otudenta' 
parents reflect their educational level• Hore than one-quarter (27.7 per cent) 
of the fathers are professionals, that is, lawyers, doctors,, or executives or 
owners of large businesae:a. Almost one-third (30. 7 per cent) are either 
busine33 ~:magers, owners of small businesses, or teachers. ··A small propor-
tion of the fathers (6s2 per cent) are either clerical employees or salesmen. 
The rest (30.5 per cent) can be termed blue-collar workers, that is, craftsmen, 
firemen, factory workers, and various types of. labourers. Almostone,-half 
(48.5 p~r cent) of the students' mothers are housewive$; one-q·uarter (25 .4 per 
cent) work full-time, and another one-quarter (24.1 per cent) work part-time. 
In Sti.7nmary, th-an, the students contained in the present sample come from pre-
dominantly Catholic, middle-class, ·suburban backgrounds. 
To 't.rha.t extent doe3 the intervie'!.r r:.ample share the characteristics of the 
enti~e student community? The sinilarities are greater than the differences. 
Understandably, the o~;e:r<tJhelming majority (96~1 per cent) are Catholics, with 
1.3 per cent Protestants, 1.3 Orthodo"~' and 1.3 per cent belonging to other 
religious groups. Both the educational and occupational status of their 
pa:rent::a a-re high; for more than t>~o-fifth;; (43.9 per cent) of their father~l 
alm,:Jst on(~-fifth (19. 7 pe-r 
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cent) h.:.v~ some coll%:!ge education; 28 p~r ce.nt. al"e 'hi.~h schonl graduates, and 
Slightly mor-1! than two-fifths (44·-.7 per cent) of the rnotheri:l of 
. the i;:1 tf~=vJ.r;>N sample are high school graduates; 21.1 per cent have some 
college Eoducaticn, and raore than one-third ·(34.2 per cent) have at least a 
colleg:~ education. In· comparison ~dth· the entire student community, fewer of 
the mothers of the interview sample (42.1,per cent) are housewives, and roore 
(31.6 per cent) are professionals; almost one-fifth (18.4 per cent) are 
mana,6~::~'; of businesses, 42.1 per cent are -skilled workers, and only 5.3 per 
cent a~e unskilled labourers. It can be said, then, that there is a corres-
pondence in major characteristics of parents· of the entire atudent community 
and of the interview sample. 
It is of some relevance to further describe the students in terms of 
their background characteristics: age, year in school and gr.ad~ -point average. 
In terms of age, students who are 14 years old account for 29.2 per cent of 
the cnt:tre student community; almost one-quarter (24.7 per cent)·of all 
student;;; at'e aged fifteen; and an ~1most equal percentage (24. 4 ·per cent) are 
aged :Jixteen. Exactly·one-fiith (20.0 per cent) are aged seventeen, and only 
a very small number {1. 8 per cent) are at least 18 years old (Table 1). 
Distribution of year in achool follov.vs more or·lea:s the age,compoaition. 
Of all the studenta, 29.9 per cent are freshmen, 24.9 per cent tH>phomore:lf, 22.9 
per eent juniors,· and 22.0 per cent are S(~nio:rs; 0.3 per ct:nt did not indicate 
thair y~3r in school. Regarding grade point average, a rather small proportion 
(8. 7 }H!r c~~nt) of all students ar.e A students; 35.0 per cent are B students; 
and the re3t (55. 7 par cent) hav>e a grade point av,~rage of C+ or le?~os. It is 
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TABLE 1 
BACKGROUND CHA&\CT&~ISTICS OF STUDENTS 
::::::::::::::::::::::::---
tUl Stud::mts Inte~:t~·,; Sa.>11ple 
N Per Cent N Per Cent 
~ 
14 ys.>.ars ''r less 323 29.2 22 28.9 
!5 yaars 273 24.7 19 25.0 
16 year~l 270 24.4 17 22.4 
17 ye;;xs 221 20.0 15 19.7 
18 yaara or older 19 1.7 3 3.9 
Total 1,106 99.9 76 100.0 
Year :i~!!_ School 
Freshmen 331 29.9 24 31.6 
Sophomores 276. 24.9 20 26.3 
Jurd.oro 254 22.9 16 21.1 
Seniors 243 22.0 16 21.1 
---
Total 1,10<4 99.7 76 100.0 
Grade point Average 
A and above 96 8.7 21 27.6 
B to B+ 387 36o0 23 30.3 
C= or le;ss 615 55.7 32 42.1 
------
Total 1,100 99.4 76 100.0 
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large differences bet:.veen the interviell sample and the entire student community 
eJ'iat. This is understandably no siuce grade point average was oneof the 
c. bases on tthich the interview sample was stratified. Other than that. the 
differences in characteristics between the interview sample and·the entire 
. student body tend to be minimal and, therefore, should pose no serious 
difficultie~ in compariaon. 
De3cription of Variables 
The n~in dependent variable of the present study is the extent of 
involvement with psychoactive substances, .which has been described as the 
varying degrees of experience students.have,had with drugs. 
Mea~ure of experience with drugs is designed to tap direct contact of 
students with drugs and frequency of use of mind-altering substances. To 
establish this frequency, students were asked: "During the past twelve months 
have you used any of the following substances? Do not include-drugs given by 
prescription or in the hospital,· nor wina used in 'religious occasion:s·.'~ This 
question was followed by a liet of· twelve drugs and the frequency of use of 
each dnlg was to be r€card.e;J :1,~co:r.d lug to- the r ollo;.;ht.~ C';ategories : never, 
once or. tA:i.ce, 3-9 tf.ll'!P-3'• 10-/•9. timea, 50 times or more. The re3pvnaes to 
the;]:?. it;;;;;,JlS were uril.bed to construct n fiv·~~fold typology 6f student drug 
users: (1) abstainers: students who have· never tried any drug;.' (2). cxr:eril:H~::lters: 
students who ha:tre used drugs once or twice only;· (3) casual· users: students who. 
have used the substances 3-9 times;· (L•) regula:~: u:s~rs refer to students using 
the drugs 10-49 times and (5) habitual users, those using the drugs more than 
fifty times. 
Social Charact-eristics 
Th1?. prob1~~7n of thi~ study has b-:aen defined a~ the i;~terest.a, ac:=ivitias 
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It is with regard to social characteristics that we recognize 
ious som:ceA of influences. Th-ese characteristics are identifiable in 
var 
tettns of st\!d,~:nt 's self-definition, level of achievement, socioeconomic and 
l iuious bacl<g:rounds. re o 
A student's self-identification was explored by asking: "rlost students 
can chooae one group of people to which they would like to belong. To which of 
the foll~Jing groups would you most like to belong? If one group does not 
exactly d~!:lcribe how you feel, choose the group that beat describes your 
desires: jil>cks.- greasers, freaks, student leaders, scholars or collegiates, 
other (specify)." Logically, it ia of intereat to see whether and to what 
extent the student's aelf-concept related to other behavioural properties. 
In this context, our attention focusea on: (1} the level of academic achieve-
ment of student: whether he is a high or low achiever in terms of the quality 
of hia grade point average; (2) whether he is of high or low socioeconomic 
status in terms of the education and occupation of his parents; and (3} whether 
or not he has any formal religious affiliation, and the level of his interest 
and participation in religious activities. 
The ~~ithin-school variables are the locus of participatory involvement 
with recognized school organizations, clubs and activities. Since. th1a is 
one of the predictor variables, it- is crucial to explo-re the q:.lf:llity and levels 
int:t:r.nsted in: (1) the number, of organizationa, clubs or formally oreani.:ed 
activit.ies.inwhi~h a given stt~ent participates; and (2} the nature.o£ these 
activities or organi:.:a.Uo:ns. Two broad bases of activities are in mind: 
(a) i~thletic activities, consisting of tennis, soccer, golf, basket ball, and 
cro;;;s country;. and (b) academic-oriented activities: dra.ma, music, student 
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, d nt enoaoe,;; in '-'tnt type of oq~anizatinn or activity, <utd hoH this activity 
stll e 0 '-' 
~e13 ted to differentials in use of drugs. iS .. 
T~:·.) other sources of independ,~nt variables, that is, th<~ family structure 
and peer group inte~acttons, will be defined in greater detail in the 
chapter. It is sufficient to state here that the behavioural and structural 
· ~ of propert:te::; the family which '~>till be analyzed are: (1) intactness: this is 
determined by whether both the original parents live together at home, or 
whetherther~ has been some disturbance in that original family structure; 
(@) value transtlission: whether at least one of the parents is involved in the 
use of drugs, and (3) parent-child relationships: \•7h<'!ther these relationships 
can be described as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. 
Regarding peer group relations, our interest focuses on the extent to 
which a student is involved with drug-taking or non-drug-taking friends. 
It is our preliminary contention that the social characteristics, the 
natur~ of interests and activities in and out of school, the patterns of peer 
group relations, availability and quality of models for behaviour and the 
quality of parent-child r~lationships all enter into the determination of 
stud~nt drug use or non use; these constitute the sources of independent 
variable3 for this type of adolescent behaviour. A systematic analysis of 
these factors in order to delimit the parameters of their influence is crucial 
for the understanding of this form of behaviour. 
Analytic F..-ame 
In the second chapter of this study a theoretical formulation uas clab-
orated b0sed on the family-school-peer group interaction systems. There, the 
observation 'tvas made that the basic intera.:!tions of an adolescent reqolve 
around the family, school and peer group. The teenage~ is attached to the 
larger society through role n~lationshipo; established ui~hin and beto;.Jeen each 
:JL 
these units. All three sph<i!res of activity are interrelated~ and all can 
expected to have impact on an adolescent's attitudes, values and behaviours. 
Tee (1973) observes: 11 to the extent that the family, school and peer group }..5 
are the nost inportant interaction systems, the appropriate strategy for the 
c" e~pla.nations of adolescent behavioural patterns should be sought in terms of 
all thec.:;e statuses. 11 Thus, there is the need to d-:~limit those properties 
1lithin these roles '\vhich increase the probability of drug use by any giv~m 
student. The analytic model that gives direction to this study flm..rs directly 
from the conceptual model discussed above (Chapter II). The model focuses on 
a number of units of interaction. These include the family system, the peer 
group system, and the school as a'unit of interaction. 
Several important aspects of the paradigm are represented in Figure 3. 
First, each of the predictor systems has a direct linkage 't..rith drug-seeking 
behaviour. Second, each of the preceding three systems--the family~ peer group 
and school--has both a direct and indirect influence on self-definition, that 
is, the Hay in ~.;hich a student conceives of himself. Indeed, it is conceivable 
that a student's self-concept is a function of all three interacting systems 
and can bl! an effective source of behaviour orientation. As Kinch (1963) has 
observed: "the actual responses of others to the individual ;vill be important 
in determining how the individual will perceive himself; this perception will 
influence his self-conception l-7hich, in turn, 't..rill guitle his behaviour." 
Third, the scheme defines those properties of each interaction unit that can 
explain the differences in student drug-using behaviour. 
Data Analysis 
To identify the predictive factors of drug use by students, the data 
\\!ill be subjected to various statistical analyses. First, the predictor and 
Predieted varia'bles uill be broken dmm into percentag~s. Hhere the outcome 
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Figure 3.--Analytical Frame 
I. Family System 
1. Family Struc t:ure 
2. Socioeconomic Status 
3. Parents as Hodels 
4. Parent-child Relations 
II. Peer Group System 
1. Types of Friends 
III. The School Sys tt~m 
1. Performance Level 
2. Organizational 
Participation 
IV. Self-Concept 
Drug-Using 
Behaviour 
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strong, a correlational analysis will be made in order to 
strength of relationship bet~-Teen predictor and predicted vari-
Partial corr~lational analysis Hill then be made. This \·Till make it 
poss J.
·ble to eliminate possible effects of other variables not included in the 
Sp~cifically, there will be the need to control for the effect of back-
ground va·riables like age, year in school) place of residence and previous 
grade school. Holding these variables constant singly and simultaneously, it 
will be possible to delimit the influence parameters of each predictor vari-
able. In addition, step-Hise multiple regression analyses ·vill be done with 
all the predictor variables. It is hoped that, besides the explicit testing 
of hypotheses, the analyses will form the basis for the generation of other 
useful hypotheses for future study within the drug problem area. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The obserJation has been made that the family, the school and peer group 
constitute the most vital adolescent interaction systems. Furthermore, that 
the adolescent is attached to the wider society through the role relationships 
established \V'ithin and between each of these units. The quality and type of 
adolescent behaviour is largely a function of these three interaction systems. 
The task of the section that follows is to subject to statistical tests the 
hypotheses that have been formulated with reference to these three systems of 
interaction. 
The Family as a Unit.of Interaction 
Various aspects of the family need systematic exploration in order to 
discover their relationships with student drug-using behaviour. Specifically, 
this analysis will focus on family structure, socioeconomic status of parents, 
parents as behaviour. models for offspring, and parent-:-child relationships. 
First, family structure. 
Family Structure 
The importance of both parents as models for 'their children has been 
recognized by sociologists and psychologists alike. Accordingly, the absence 
of one parent is said to impede the process of identification leading to 
problems of adjustment and to different types of deviant behaviour. To 
explore the relevance of this concept to the community we are studying, ,.,e had 
hypothesized that "the less intact the family, the more the likelihood that 
the offspring will use drugs." 
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Family j.ntactness is measured with reference to the original family 
. structure within ~vhich students were raised for most of their lives. The 
;intact family is one in which both father and mother live tog~ther; the 
nonintact family represents various forms of alteration or disruption of 
the: original family structure through divorce, separation or death of one of 
the spouses. 
To measure family intactness, students were asked: "For most of your 
life, were you brought up by {1) your father and mother living together? 
(2) Hother alone without stepfather? (3) Father alone, without stepmother? 
(4) Any other situation involving one or both of your parents? (5) Any 
situation involving neither of your parents?" The first response alternative 
indicates a stable or intact family structure, the other alternatives being 
instances of various types of nonintact families. 
The specific type of family structure is our predictor variable. In 
dealing with this variable, it is vital to define clearly what properties of 
this unit go'with what sort of adolescent drug-using behaviour, and the pre-
dictive power of such properties. To explore the level of influence of this 
predictor variable on differential use of drugs by students, it is imperative 
to compare the drug-using behaviour of students living under the different 
typea of family arrangements to see whether there exist any significant dif-
ferences in thi,s type of behaviour. In terms of our hypothesis, we ~1ould 
expect differentials in drug use to correspond to differences in family 
intactness. In other words, students indicating that they use psychoactive 
substances would most likely come from homes in which some disruption of the 
original family structure has occurred. In this case, a comparison of the 
proportion of drug users uP.der the various types of family arrangements will 
make it possible to draw some inferences with regard to ~vhich type of 
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lescent drug-using behaviour goes with what type of family structure. 
The available data suggest some relationship between student use of 
tobacco nnd marijuana, and the type of family structure under which students 
""bave been rean!.d for the most part of their lives. This affirmation is 
sustained by the fact that a remarkably greater proportion of students from 
nonintact families (51.7 per cent) than from stable homes (38.1 per cent) 
indicate that they have smoked marijuana. For the interview data this is 
SO per cent and 48 per cent respectively (Table 2). Other than that, the 
general patterns of reported drug use suggests that family structure is not 
the best predictor of student drug use. However, there is some exception to 
this general statement, as is evidenced by the data in Table 3. There, the 
genera.! pattern of drug use indicates differences in student use of the 
various drugs among the various types of nontntact families. The evidence 
invites the conclusion that, with the exception of tobacco and marijuarta, 
student use of drugs appears to be unrelated to whether he has been brought up 
for most of his life by the father alone. Interestingly, at least three out 
of every four students from this latter f«mily catezcry a.t'c"'l users of marijuana. 
In comparison, students lvho have been raised by the mother alone, or by any 
other relative, demonstrate a consistently higher use of all <.h:u;;s except 
marijuana •. What these data seem to.suggest is that although use of hard 
psychoactive drugs is not a function of whether or not students are from 
intact or nonintact families students who have been raised for the most part 
of their lives by their fathers alone are the most likely to smoke marijuana, 
and the least likely to use any other mind-altering drugs.. However, the 
relative small size of the number of students within this family category has 
a mitigating effect on this general observation. This makes it imperative 
to e:,plore other characteristics and behavioural properties of the family • and 
thc-:ix- likely influence on student usc of drugs. 
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TABLE 2 
FAMILY STRUCTURE BY STUDENT DRUG USE 
== Per Cent Within each Family Structure Using Each Drug 
All Students Interview Sample 
use of Nonintact Intact Nonintact Intact 
Tobacco 76.87. 60.8% 69.2% 63.3% 
Alcohol 89.7 87.4 92.3 83.7 
Marijuana 51.7 38.1 50.0 40.0 
LSD 6.9 4.5 7.7 4.0 
Heroin 1.1 1.7 3.8 4.0 
Opiates 3.4 4.6 7.7 4.0 
Amphetamines 8.0 7.6 7.7 6.0 
Barbiturates 8.0 5.5 7.7 2.0 
Cocaine 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 
Hethaqualone 8.0 4.3 15.4 6.0 
Mescaline 4.6 4.2 3.8 2.0 
Tranquilizers s.o 5.4 7.7 2.0 
N= 87 1020 26 50 
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TABLE 3 
SPECIFIC TYPE OF Fk~ILY STRUCTURE BY STUDENT DRUG USE 
Per Cent Within each Specific Type of Family Cate~ory 
Using Each Specific Drug 
Student Use of Father and Mother Father Other Nonrelative 
Mother Alone Alone 
61% 76% 76% 65% 50% 
87 90 90 97 63 
. Marij ua.na 39 55 78 44 38 
LSD 5 5 0 9 13 
2 0 0 3 0 
Opiates 5 3 0 0 0 
Amphetamines 8 8 0 9 13 
Barbiturates 6 5 0 9 0 
Cocaine 4 3 0 6 0 
Methaqualone 4 8 0 13 0 
Mescaline 4 5 0 6 0 
Tranquilizers 5 8 0 13 0 
N = 1020 38 9 32 8 
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Family Structure and Students' Self-Definition 
In order to make a more indepth exploration of the family as a specific 
unit, it is necessary to study the relationships between the way a student 
defines himself and the type of family arrangements under which he lived for 
most of his life. Such an exploration has the added advantage of aiding our 
understanding of the familial aspects of one of the basic concepts of the 
present study: social characteristics of students. Theoretically, the way a 
student defines hin~elf is partly a function of the responses of immediate 
others, and the various types of his behaviour are contingent in part on his 
self image. 
In light of the data in Table 4, it. is evident that students describing 
themselves as 11 jocks, 11 "scholars," and "student leaders" are. fairly· distributed 
among the various types of family structure. However, students defining 
themselves as "freaks" and "greasers" are differentially distributed. Of 
students who have been raised mainly by the mother alone, 23.7 per cent define 
themselves as "freaks" and 5. 2 per cent view themselves as "greasers." Of 
students reared mainly by the father alone, absolutely none refer to them-
selves as "freaks" and a fair number (11.1 per cent) define themselves as 
"greasers." The implications of these differences for differentials in drug 
use will be given detailed consideration in the concluding section of this 
study. But first, socioeconomic considerations. 
Socioeconomic Factors 
A factor which seems to help in the definition of use of drugs is 
socioeconomic status. One of the clearest and most often repeated findings 
in social science research is that there is direct relationship between socio-
economic status and tolerance of unconventional, nonconforming or deviant 
beh:::wiuur (H"estby and Braugart, 1970; Trent, ~~·, 1967; Eisenstadt, 1962). 
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TABLE 4 
FAHILY STRUCTURE. AND S1VDENTS.' SELF CONCEET 
--==== 
Students Describin~ Themselves As 
Raised Mostly Jocks Freaks Scholars Greasers Leaders Other Total N 
bY (354) (103) (189) (69) (242) (150) 1108 
Both Parents 32.57. 9.1% 16.8% 6.2% 21.7% 13.87. 100% 1020 
Mother Alone 23.7 23.7 15.8 5.3 21.0 10.5 100 38 
Father Alone 33.3 o.o 22.2 11.1 22.2 11.1 99.9 9 
Other Relative 28.1 12.5 15.6 6.3 25.0 12.5 99.9 32 
Nonrelative 25.0 o.o 25.0 12.5 27.5 o.o 100 8 
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Of all the ways of measuring socioeconomic status, level of formal 
educational attainment is perhaps the most crucial. There ig, of course~ 
usually a high correlation between educational level and other M""Asur~s of 
socioeconomic status, such as income or occupational prestige. It has 
generally been found that the higher an individual's educational level. the 
more tolerant he is likely to be of behaviour generally considered to be 
unconventional. In his studies of attitudes towards civil liberties, 
stouffer (1955) discovered that within each specific age group, a higher 
educational level is invariably associated with greater tolerance of non-
conforming behaviour. Souffer remarked that "just as education tends to 
introduce shading of categorization between true and false, strong and weak, 
etc., so presumably, it tends to encourage respect for dissenting points of 
II view . . . 
In light of these and other observations, it was hypothesized that the 
higher the socioeconomic level of parents, the greater the likelihood that the 
offspring will use drugs. In other words, various levels of parental educa-
tion and occupation are expected to be positively correlated with differen-
tials in drug use by students. In operational terms, students of more highly 
educatedparent~, that is, parents with at least a college education. would 
most likely use drugs than will students whose parents have less than a 
college education. If this position is tenable, it could further be argued 
that parents with }~ster's degree, Doctorate degree, and post-graduate pro-
fessional degrees would be much more tolerant of nonconforming behaviour and 
that, therefore, their offspring would more likely be involved in drug-using 
behaviour. 
To measure the educational level of parents, students were·asked: 
"t.n • 1 ?" r;llat l.S your father s education. The response alternatives provided were: 
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(l) 1 havi:'! no father; (2) naver finished high school; (3) hig:1 school conl-
plete; (4) some college; (5) college graduate; (6) master's, doctor's or 
post-graduate professional degree. The first three educational· levels are 
definitely low; the last two, high. Our hypothesis stipulates a scattering 
of drug users around the first. three categories,· and a clustering of users 
... around the latter two categories, that is, the highly educated parents. 
The hypothesized relationships between student use of drugs and the 
educational level of parents obtains selective factual support from a limited 
number of drugs, a fact which demands hypothesis recasting. For it is evident 
that, with the exception of marijuana, cocaine amphetamines, the use of drugs 
by students appears not to be related with the educational level of their 
fathers (Table 5). The epidemiology of drug use is evenly distributed among 
students of all educational levels. It is only with regard to use of mari-
juana, cocaine and amphetamines that the educational level of fathers con-
stitutes a significant determining factor. Studen.t:s of. highly educated 
··fathers, that is, fathers who bave a Paster!s degres, doctor.'s degree, or 
post··r;raduate professional degree are the'. most .likely to use marijuana;. 
ab.ost one-hal£. (47 per .cent) o:t them have ev_er smoked marijuana. .Furthermore, 
one-quarter. (25 per cent) of them are frequent users of marijuana,- and an 
almost equal number (21 ~er cent) smoke the drug habitually. In addition, one 
out e.v.ecy ten students of highly educated fathers uses amphetamines, and an 
almost equal number (8.0 per cent) proceed.to frequent U$e •. And whereas abso-
lutely none of the students of low educated.fathers had tried cocaine, at 
least 7.0 per cent of sons of highly educated fathers have experimented with 
this drug. Interestingly, the level of fathers' education appears to be 
unrelated with the use of alcoholic beverages and tobacco. It is precisely in 
this regard that important d:Lfference exist betHeen the educational levf.d.s of 
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TAllL.E 5 
REPORTirO DRUG USE BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF PARENfS 
~- ------
Level of Education of Father 
Low High 
student Use of : 1 2 3 4 5 
N = 98 N = 339 . N"' 201 N = 276 N = 147 
Tobacco 62.2% 62.8% 60.2% 60.57. 61.67. 
Alcohol 86.7 88.5 88.6 87.7 87.7 
Marijuana 41.8 38.9 38.8 36,6 47.0 
Heroin 1.0 1.2 2.0 1.8 2.7 
Opiates 3.1 3.2 6.0 4.7 7.5 
Amphetamines 6.1 7.7 8.o 8,3 9.6 
Barbiturates 4.1 6.2 5.5 5,8 6.8 
Cocaine oto 3.2 3,5 4.0 8.0 
Methaqualone t 4.1 4.4 6.0 4.0 6.2 
LSD 4.1 4.1 5.5 4.0 6.8 
Nescaline 4.1 3.2 4.5 4.3 6.8 
Tranquilizers 6.1 5.9 6,0 5.4 4.8 
Student Use of: Level of Education of Mother 
Tobacco 65.2% 60.0% 61.8% 62.3% 65.0% 
Alcohol 85.5 98.3 90.7 84.3 82.1 
Marijuana 39.1 37.2 42.2 39.8 45.0 
LSD 4.3 3.2 6 -'• 6.8 5.4 
Heroin 
• • .. 1.5 2.5 2.1 • • • 
Opiates 1.4 3.8 6.4 5.2 8.9 
Amphetamines 2.9 7.9 8.3 8.4 7.1 
Barbiturates 5.8 5.6 5.4 5.2 8.9 
Cocaine 1.4 2,6 3.9 5.8 7.1 
Methaqualone 2,9 4.1 4.9 4.2 15.0 
Mescaline 4.3 2.8 5.4 6,3 7.1 
Tranquilizers 10.1 5.5 4.9 5.2 8.9 
N = 69 532 204 191 76 
------· 
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Children of the lowest and highest educated mothers are the most likely 
smoke tobacco (Table 5), and at least one-fifth (41 per cent) within each 
are habitual users of tobacco. Furthermore, student use of cannabis, 
· barbiturates, cocaine and methaqualone ~1ould seem to be contingent on the 
mothers. Students of highly educated mothers have the 
greastest likelihood of using these specific drugs. One might also observe 
that low educated mothers appear to raise boozing offspring. Other than that, 
the prevalence and incidence of all other drugs tend to be evenly distributed 
among students of all educational levels, and do not seem to be a function of 
this characteristic. 
But how are these relationships between student drug use and parental 
educational levels to be interpreted? We might venture the opinion that since 
a student 1 s effective accessibility to drugs is contingent on whether or not 
be can afford the price, and since this buying power might depend on his 
parents 1 income, certain groups of students would be. placed .. in a .position of 
limited opportunity with respect to certain kinds of drugs. Indeed, Blum and 
his associates (1969b) have discovered that certain drugs (cocaine, for 
instance, and LSD) are "h:i.gher·-cl.assn drugs~ ~vith economica-lly. determined 
differ-entials in acc.ess to .. them... Our findings suggest .. a similar .explanation; 
· differentials. in parental educational levels. appear to·be crucial deter-· 
minants of which student Hill use certain drugs, especially cocaine, Hetha-
qualone and amphetamine. Even in the case of cannabis, differentials in 
educational level of. parents seem to be an important determinant of use. 
Logically, therefore, if this contention is tenable, we would expect to dis-
cover supportive evidence from the occupational structure of parents, and its 
influence on student dru;"'"-using behaviour. 0 
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Occupational Variables 
In studying occupation as a predictor of student psychoactive sub-
stance use, our primary concern is to see >vhat type of parent"l.l occupation 
is related to what type of student drug use. First, father's occupation. 
It has already been hypothesized that the higher the occupational 
status of parents, the more the likelihood that the offspring Hill use drugs. 
Since the theoretical justification of this hypothesis has already been dealt 
~ith, t-7hat remains is to explore the relevance of this conceptualization as 
an explanatory framework of drug-using behaviour within this specific community. 
Central referent of this hypothesis is the difference in occupational 
status. In order to measure this occupational variable, students were asked: 
11\ofuat is your father's occupation?" They were then given a list of occupa-
tions, and were asked to indicate which corresponds to their father's. These 
occupations were (1) professional or large business executive (lawyer, doctor; 
o~ner of large business or firm) ; (2) business manager, small business owner, 
school teacher; (3) clerical or sales work; (4) craftsman, fireman, factory 
worker, labourer, domestic worker, other. Obviously, the first and second 
types of occupation fall within a high occupational status category; the third 
occupational type certainly is of medium status, and ~he fourth type of work 
can be termed blue-collar occupation and belongs to the low occupational status. 
Our hypothesis stipulates that higher occupational status will be linked \vith 
higher probability of drug use by students. Stated othert-~ise, students saying 
that they use the selected drugs are more likely to come from homes in 'vhich 
the fathers have a high occupational status than students indicating that they 
do not use drugs. To test this hypothesis,· student personal use of drugs was 
cross tabulated with the occupation of thei.r parents. The evidence indicates 
that a higher proportion of students saying that their fathers are lmvyers, 
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TABLE 6 
OCCUPATION OF FATH&~S BY STUDENT DRUG USE 
---=: 
Occupation of Fathers 
student Bus. Owner, 
use of Executive Business Clerical, 
Professional .Hanager Sales Laborer Other Total 
Tobacco 60.67. 58.6% 63.0% 64.27. 58.87. 61.37. 
Alcohol 87.6 86.6 89.9 86.9 92.2 87.5 
Marijuana 44.3 37.3 32.9 38.2 37.3 39.2 
LSD 5.2 3.6 5.8 5.5 3.9 4.7 
Heroin 2.0 1.5 1.4 3.8 .o .o. 1.6 
Opiates 6.5 3.0 4.1 4.9 .o .o. 4.5 
Amphetamines 10.4 7.1 6.8 7.0 .o .o. 7.7 
Barbiturates 7.5 3.6 5.5 6.7 2.0 5.7 
Cocaine. 5.9 3.3 1.4 2.8 .o .o. 3.6 
Methaqualone 6.5 4.4 2.7 4.0 2.0 4.6 
Mescaline 6.8 3.6 1.4 3.7 2.0 4.2 
Tranquilizers 9.8 3.0 4.1 4.6 3.9 5.6 
N= 307 338 73 327 55 1107 
i I 
I 1; 
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doctors, owners of large businesses, and business executives are users of 
psychotropic drugs. This is more so in the us~ of marijuana, a:nphet:amines, 
and cocaine and tranquilizers. This fact ·is .conaistent.with th&>. nreviuus dis-
covery, that children of highly educated parents are much more likely to use 
these specific drugs. 
Although our data do not warrant strong conclusions. they do suggest 
that, with respect to our community of study, occupational status is not a 
crucial determinant of drug use by students. However, students whose fathers 
are professionals, executives, or owners of big businesses are the most 
likely to use cocaine, tranquilizers, and cannabis. Other than that, the 
probability of use of. all other drugs tends to be equally distributed among 
students of all socioeconoUlic strata·. 
Occupatlon·of Mothers 
Turning to the question of the occupation of mothera, we a1~e faced \.rith 
a somehow differ.ent. problem~ The issue is not so nuch that of occupa-tional 
status as that of having an occupation. The· explanation .,-<hy. children resort 
to deviant behaviour has often relied on several. family variables. Of these 
we have already discussed family structure and educational level of parents. 
In dealing with the occupation of mother~ and its relation to nonconforming 
behaviour, students of the field tend to concentrate on whether or nat the 
mother has an occupation. For instance, a number of students have found that 
children from homes in which the mother is employed are more likely to be 
delinquent .than are children from homes i.n which the mother ·is not (Nye, 
1958; Hoffman, 1961). In terms of our atudy, we found it to be of relevance 
to tap the influence of occupation of mothers on student drug-using behaviour. 
It was therefore hypothesized that students whose mothers have a career are 
more likely to use drugs than students \l1hose mothers have none. In other 
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~ords, drug users are more likely to say that their mothers have an occupa-
tion outoide their homes, and they are employed on a full-time basis on 
their job. Thus, fuli-time employed mothers, in comparison with their part-
time counterparts and housewives, would most likely raise drug-using off-
spring. 
To :rreasurc this attribute, students were asked: "What is your mother's 
occuPation?'' The provided. response alternatives were: (1) no mother living; 
(2) mother lives at home, does not work outside home; (3) mother works part-
time; (4) mother works full-time. 
The available data (Table 7) indicate that our hypothesis has factual 
support. At least two-fifths (43 per cent) of students whose mothers have 
full-time careers indicate using marijuana; a comparatively higher proportion 
of these students are also users of barbiturates. Use of all other drugs is 
more or less evenly distributed among all students. Indeed, the evidence 
indicates a consistent pattern of low use of all other drugs. But there are 
observable differences within this low pattern of use. The pattern indicates 
very negligible differences in use among students whose mothers are house-
wives and part-time employees, and a noticeable difference between these and 
full-time employed mothers. Full-time career mothers appear to be the most 
likely to raise marijuana-smoking offspring. Although our data cautions 
against strong conclusions, there is ample suggestive evidence that student 
drug use is inversely related to whether their mothers are housewives or part-
time employed, and directly related to full-time career mothers. In this 
sense, our hypothesis has factual support. 
Parents as Behaviour Models 
Turning to the process of interaction within the family, it is of para-
mon.1t importance to e.xplore the quality of p,::;rent.;tl behaviour itf!elf in order 
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TABLE 7 
OCCUPATIO:::-i OF HOTHER AND DRUG USE BY S1UDENTS 
-;::::::::::::: 
Nother's Occupational Status 
students' 
use of Deceased Housewife Part-time Full-time Total 
Tobacco 57.9% 62.2% 58.8% 62.3& 61.3 
A].cohol 84.2 86.2 88.8 89.0 87.5 
Marijuana 37.9 36.3 39.3 43.4 39.2 
LSD 5.3 4.5 3.0 6.8 4.7 
Heroin Q.O 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.6 
Opiates Q.O 5.0 2.6 5.3 4.5 
Amphetamines 10.5 7.1 7.1 8.9 0.3 
Barbiturates Q.Q 4.8 4.5 8.5 5.7 
Cocaine Q.Q 3.9 2.2 4.3 3.6 
Methaqualone 5.3 4.7 2.6 6.0 4.6 
Mescaline Q.Q 4.3 3.0 5.7 4.2 
Tranquilizers Q.Q 5.8 3.7 7.5 5.6 
N = 19 537 267 281 1104 
Per Cent = 1.9 48.5 24.1 25.4 99.7 
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to reach some understanding of its influence in the drug-usin3 behaviour of 
offspring. Students of the discipline have studied the possible relationship 
betveen parental use of drugs, and the drug-using behaviour of off9~n:"ing. 
The observation has often been made that parental use of drugs obtained 
through doctor's prescription or otherwise may either directly or indirectly 
encourage adolescent experimentation with drugs. This implicitly suggests 
that there may be a direct relationship between parental legal or non-legal 
involvement with drugs on the one hand, and nonmedical use of drugs by 
students on the other. On the basis of these and other observations we had 
hypothesized that: "the more involved parents are with drugs, the greater 
the likelihood that their offspring will use drugs." 
The predictor variable in this case is the actual use of drugs by parents. 
To measure this variable, respondents were given a list of behaviours and were 
asked to place check marks against those which apply to their parents. Among 
the behaviours were use of tobacco, alcohol, LSD, marijuana, amphetamines, 
barbiturates and heroin. 
The rationale behind the measurement of the use of drugs by parents is 
to determine whether, and to what extent this is a determinant of dntg-using 
by offspring. Otherwise stated, it is to determine the relationship between 
the use of drugs by parents and the drug-using behaviour of their offspring. In 
terms of our hypothesis, drug-using students would most likely indicate that 
at least one of their parents has also used psychoactive substances. This 
would indicate that the nature of parental drug-using behaviour will be one 
of the bases on which to determine whether or not a given student will also use 
drugs. Table 8 suggests this to be the case. \-Jithin each category of drugs, 
a higher proportion of drug-using students also indicate that the particular 
subrH:anc.e has been u3ed by a parent. On the other hand, of students saying 
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TABLE 8 
PARENTAL DRUG USE BY STUDENT DRUG USE 
~·================================================================= 
Tobacco ;.;;---
Variable 
Neither parent uses 
A parent uses 
Don't know 
Alcohol 
Neither parent uses 
A parent uses 
Don't know 
Marijuana 
Neither parent smokes 
A parent smokes 
Don't know 
Aphetamines 
Neither parent uses 
A parent uses 
Don't know 
Heroin 
Neither parent uses 
A parent uses heroin 
Don't knol<7 
Students 
Who do not 
Use 
56.1% 
34.2 
59.5 
29.9 
7.8 
27.0 
62.8 
22.2 
43.8 
94.5 
42.2 
82.0 
98.4 
50.0 
96.2 
Students 
Who 
Use 
43.9% 
65.8 
40.6 
70.1 
91.2 
73.0 
37.2 
77.8 
56.2 
5.5 
57.8 
18.0 
1.7 
50.0 
3.8 
~: Nonresponses are not included in the analysis. 
Total 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
N 
108 
781 
37 
109 
838 
27 
940 
18 
128 
923 
26 
133 
923 
8 
133 
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tha.t none of their parents has used the selected drugs, few of them have 
themselves used the particular substance in question. The general pattern 
indicates that the proportion of non-drug-using students increases with non-
drug-using parents, and decreases with drug-using parents. Correspondingly, 
the proportion of drug-using students increases with drug-using parents, and 
declines with non-drug-using parents. In other words, the less involved 
parents are with drugs, the less the likelihood that their offspring will use 
drugs. And, conversely, the more involved parents are with drugs, the more 
the likelihood that the offspring will also use drugs. However, since only a 
few number of parents indicate using marijuana, heroin and amphetamines, 
these general observations need be made with some qualification. 
The present study does not address itself specifically to the actual 
process of transmission of drug-suing values from parents to offspring. How-
ever, the available data suggest that the drug-using behaviour of parents is 
in itself one of the crucial factors in the determination of whether or not a 
given student will abstain from, or experiment with drugs. One must be care-
ful to point out that the drug-using behaviour of parents does not cause 
··students to use drugs; it may, however, be a potentiating factor leading the 
exposed student to select this mode of behaviour. Beyond this, we would 
suggest that perhaps of far reaching importance and implications is the quality 
of actual interaction between parent and student. 
Parent-Child Relationships 
Much of an adolescent's behaviour, far from being a random occurrence, 
is often a manifestation of the existing family relationships. Family struc-
ture, Eer se, is not a sufficient explanatory variable of why young people 
behave the way they do. Such behaviour is.often an externalization of the 
quality of relationships existing bet-t.reen parent and the adolescent. lt is 
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conceivable that the degree of nurturing relationships existing between parent 
and child constitutes a good index of the direction an adolescent's behaviour 
iS likely to take. Thus, a deeper level of analysis would require that we go 
beyond the external family structure to the actual family processes. 
This aspect of the family was explored in the interview. The question 
~as asked: "How would you characterize your relationship with your parents or 
the persons acting in their pl~ce?" The alternative responses provided were: 
(1) very good; {2) all right; (3) indifferent, and (4) not good. The first 
~o response alternatives define positive parent-child relationships, the 
last two, negative, less satisfactory parent-child relationships. The 
specific hypothesis to be tested was formulated with regard to parent-child 
relationships, namely, that the less satisfactory parent-child relationships, 
the more the likelihood that the offspring will use drugs. In operational 
terms, students who use drugs will indicate that the relationship between 
them and their parents is "indifferent" or "not good." Failing to obtain 
basic emotional needs at home, such students would compensate by some type 
of nonconforming behaviour through other group processes which respond to 
the nurturant sociability needs of the adolescent. It is suggested her~ that 
the use of drugs by adolescents is a latent function of non-nurturant family 
relationships. Table 9 shows this to,be the case. 
The data show that there is a direct relationship between students 
defining their relationship with their parents as "not good" and "indifferent" 
.and their use of drugs (Table 9). For instance, of students defining their 
relationship with their parents as "not good," 100 per cent are users of 
alcohol, and a significantly higher proportion (91.7 per cent) smoke marijuana. 
Indeed, such students manifest a consistently higher use of all other psycho-
tropic substances. On the other· hartd, very good parent-child relationships 
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TABLE 9 
PARENT-Sl~DE~IT RELATIONSHIP AND USE OF DRUGS 
----
Relationshi~ with Parents Is 
Very Good All Right Indifferent Not Good Total 
student N .. 23 N ,.,. 20 N "" 20 N ... 13 N = 76 
u9e of 30.37. 26.37. 26.37. 17.1% 100,0% 
--Alcohol 82.6% 85.0% 85.07. 100.0% 86.8% . 
Tobacco 56.5 55.0 75.0 83.3 64.5 
Marijuana 26.1 50,0 55.0 91.7 50.0 
LSD o.o o.o o.o 33.3 5.3 
Amphetamines o.o 5.0 10.0 33.3 4.2 
Cocaine o.o o.o 8.7 25.0 6.6 
Barbiturates o.o o.o o.o 16.7 2.6 
Heroin o.o 4.3 10.0 25.0 5.3 
Hescaline o.o 0.0 4.3 25.0 5.3 
Opiates o.o 4.3 5.0 16.7 5.3 
Tranquilizers o.o o.o 5.0 16.7 3.9 
Methaqualone o.o 8.7 10.0 25.0 4.6 
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have an inverse relation with use of drugs by students. These findings 
!nvite the conclusion that the less nurturing parent-child relationships, 
the likeHhood that the offspring will use drugs and, conversely, 
the more nurturing parent-child relationships, the less the likelihood that 
the offspring will use mind-altering drugs. 
~ben the degree of student involvement with marijuana is examined 
within the context the context of family relationships, the same conclusion 
seen1s warranted (Table 10). As the quality of parent-child relationship 
improves, the proportion of students not using marijuana also increases, and 
vice-versa. For instance, of students defining their relationship 't-1ith 
their parents as very good, almost three-quarters (73.9 per cent) are non-
users of marijuana, and absolutely none is a daily user of it. On the other 
hand, of students describing their relationship with their parents as "not 
good," only a few (8. 3 per cent) are nonusers of cannabis, and more than two-
fifths (41. 6 per cent) are daily users of this substance. It can be inferred, 
therefore, that nurturinz family relations are inhibitive, nonnurturing 
relationships promotive of student drug-using behaviour. 
The Religious Factor 
It was stated above that various degrees of alienation from religion have 
been observed to be associated with various degrees of involvement with drugs 
(Blum, 1969b). This phenomenon has been interpreted as a need on the part of 
adolescent drug users to reject basic values of their parents (Breda, 1971; 
Sommerhausen, 1971). Hence, we had hypothesized that the less religious the 
background. of students, the-more the likelihood that they will use drugs. 
It is important to state our central argument. It is a fact that our 
population is by and large Catholic in religious background (94 per cent), 
With a few Jewish, Protestants, Orthodox and others. Our argument is that 
il 
i' 
I 
I 
~~ 'I I ' 
,il
1 
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TABLE 10 
PARENT-STUDENT RELATIONSHIP AND THE DEGREE OF STUDE~IT 
Ir.'VOLVEHENT WITH MJ\RIJUANA 
Frequency of Use 
parent-Child Not Once a Once a Several Daily 
Relationship at All Month week Times N=l5 
N=38 Nall N•l3 a Week 
N=9 
very Good 73.9% 13.0% 13.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
All R:i.ght 50.0 10.0 20.0 15.0 5.0 
Indifferent 45.0 20.0 15.0 20.0 o.o 
Not Good 8.3 16.7 16.7 16.7 41.6 
Total N 
N=r76 
99.9 23 
100.0 20 
100.0 20 
100.0 12 
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the differentiating fact-or among religious groups in terms of psychoactive 
subst~nce use is the lack of formal religious affiliation. In operational 
terms, drug users ar\2 expected to be those students who profess to have no 
formal religious affiliation. 
o~e item in the questionnaire tried to tap the religious affiliation of 
students. Respondents tv-ere asked: "What is your religious background ?11 The 
prov:i.ded response alternatives were (1) Roman Catholic; . (2) Jewish; (3) 
protestant; (4) Orthodox; (5) other; (6) none •. It is expected that users of 
drugs ~.,ould be students \>Tho claim to have no formal religious affiliation. 
Table 11 suggests that this position is tenable. 
Classifying students into dichotomous categories according to whether 
or not they profess to have any formal religious affiliation, there emerges a 
clear picture of the epidemiology of drug use among students. Of students 
saying that they have no formal religious affiliation, a remarkably consistent 
greater proportion use all drugs except alcohol. On the other hand, with the 
exception of alcohol, fe"<-7er students with a formal religious background are 
also users of drugs •. The evidence, in the light of the strong differences in 
drug use by the two types of students, .lends support to the hypothesis: that 
students claiming no formal religious affiliation are much more likely than 
professed Catholics, Jewish, Orthodox, and Protestants to admit using psycho-
active substances. 
D~E1e:1sions of Relig_iosity 
But merely to remain on the level of formal religious affiliation would 
be superficial, the more so as tha student community is overt.,helmingly Catholic. 
Th.~re is the need to measure the personal religious dimensions of students. 
'l'h,':. degree of religiosity was explicitly explored by the interview; this 
tapped the personal interest of students in religion, .nnd th.a J.evel of actual 
-
variable: 
use of 
Tobacco 
Alcohol 
Marijuana 
LSD 
Heroin 
Opiates 
Amphetamines 
Barbiturates 
Coaine 
Methaqualone 
Mescaline 
Tranquilizers 
N u 
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TABLE 11 
FOR}f.AL REl.IGIOUS AFFILIATIO~ MID STUDENT USE 
OF PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS 
Students -.rho do Students who 
not have a have a Formal 
Religion Religion 
69.2% 61.2% 
76.9 87.7 
53.8 39.0 
23.1 4.4 
7.7 1.6 
15.4 4.4 
15.4 7.6 
30.8 5.4 
7.7 3.6 
23.1 4.4 
15.4 4.1 
30.2 5.2 
16 lp091 
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ticipation in religious activities. Of course, these two attributes have 
1 cloG~~ interdependence. 
To measure the dapth·of religiosity students were asked: "Hhich of 
these best describes your present interest in religion?!! The alternative 
responses were printed on cards and presented in turns ~o the interviewee. 
These response alternatives were: (1) no interest; (2) only an intellectual 
interest (in Bible as literary-historical work, comparative religion, etc); 
(3) mildly interested (including interest because of family tradition, or for 
social reasons); (4) deeply interested: consider self as deeply religious 
person; (5) don't know. A similar procedure applied to the exploration of 
student's actual participation· in· religious servic~~J or activ:Lties. The 
varying degrees of religiosity, measur.ed by the frequency of student's parti·-
··· eipation in religious D.ctiv:ttics >vere: {L) never: participate .in religious 
· · servi•.:es or activities; (2) participate 1~10 times a year; .(3) participate 
· 1-2 times a month; (4) participate about once a week, and (5) participate more 
. than once a week. 
The reason behind. measuring religiosity.is to determine whether student 
use of mind-altering drugs is in any way related to the degree in which he con-
siders himself to be "religious." To determine this, we. had hypothesized that 
the less involved a student in religious activities the more the likelihood 
that he will use psychoactive drugs. Operationally: stated,.student drug users 
would be marginally involved in religious activities, and would tend to define 
their own personal interest in religion as "none" or "intellectual." Ana-
lytically,. a comparison of the proportion of drug users within the various 
categories of religiosity will indicate any meaningful relationship between 
the,>e tw:> characteristics or attributes. In relating the extent of religiosity 
to drug use, the data (Table 12) P':>int that a higher degre-e of religiosity ia 
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TAllLE 12 
DH1ENSIONS OF RELIGIOSITY AND DRUG USE: PER CENT STUDENTS 
\HTHIN EACH LEVEL OF RELIGIOSITY INDICATING 
USE OF DRUGS 
Interest of Student in Religion 
use of: None Intellectual Hild Deep Undefined 
N=9 N .. l3 N•26 N•25 N=-5 
· Alcohol 88.9% 84.6% 96.2% 78.3% 80.0% 
Tobacco 77.8 84.6 69.2 47.8 40.0 
Amphetamines 44.4 7.7 7.7 o.o o.o 
Cocaine 44.4 7.7 o.o o.o o.o 
Marijuana 77.7 69.2 46.2 39.1 50.0 
Barbiturates 22.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
LSD 33.3 o.o '0.0 4.3 o.o 
Mescaline 22.2 15.3 o.o o.o o.o 
Heroin 11.1 15.4 3.8 o.o o.o 
Opiat~s 22.2 15.3 ~o .o 0,0 o.o 
Tranquilizer a 22.2 0.0 33.3 o.o o.o 
Hethaqualone 44.4 15.4 3.8 o.o o.o 
Fr·equency of Religious Participation 
1- 10 1- 2 Once Many Times 
Times a Times a a Week 
Never Year a Month Week 
:Us,; o! : N=6 N ... 22 N ... ls N""21 N=12 
Alcohol 66.6% 90.07. 80.0% 100.07. 100.0% 
Tobacco 83.3 68.2 60.9 66.7 50.0 
Amphetamines 50,0 9.1 6.7 4.8 o.o 
Cocaine 50.0 9.5 o.o o.o o.o 
Har:J.juana 65.7 72.7 40.0 47.6 16.7 
Barbiturates 16.7 4.8 o.o 0.0 o.o 
LS:::> 33.3 4.8 6.7 o.o o.o 
Hesc.aliue 50.0 4.5 o.o o.o o.o 
H~roin 33.3 4.8 6.7 o.o o.o 
II! He::th:tqualone 50.0 4.5 6.7 9.5 o.o 
! I 
--~·- ~----····"----- ! 
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£nversely related to the use of mind-altering drugs. As the degree of 
religiosity (in terms of interest and part:!.cipation in religlous activities) 
declines, the usage of drugs tends to rise. At the point, for example, where 
tbe student currently acknowledges,that he has no interest in religion, there 
is very high chance that he will use the drugs except heroin. The oame is 
true of students who never participate in religious activities. Interestingly, 
students who describe their interest in religion as "intellectual" or who 
participate only rarely (1-10 times a year) in religious activities, are 
extensive users of marijuana (69.2 per cent and 72.2 per cent respectively). 
But if a student classifies himself as "deeply interested" in religion, or 
participates at least once a week in religious services. the likelihood of his 
using most of the selected drugs is negligible. Hence, the data invite the 
conclusion that the degree of religiosity of a given student is one of tha best 
predictors as to whether or not he will use psychoactive drugs. High religi-
osity is inversely related with student drug use, while low religiosity is 
directly related with it. 
Idgal, Self, Religiosity, and Family Relations 
It has already been established that differences in drug use correspond 
to differences in dimensions in religiosity. To carry this analysis one step 
further, there is the need to examine whether differences in religiosity also 
correspond to differences in student self-conception. In other words, the 
issue is to explore the existing relationships between the way a student 
defines himself, and the dimension of his religiosity. The data in Table 13 
suggest the existence of such relationship. At least one out of every three 
"jocks," "scholars/' "greasers," and "student leaders" considers his interest 
in religion to be deep," and participates at least once a week in religious 
activities. In contradistinction, one out of every two .. freaks" has no 
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TABLE 13 
ID&\L SELF-IHAGE~ RELIGIOSITY, AND F~~ILY RELATIONS 
-
--- Ideal Self 
Student 
Jocks Freaks Scholars Greasers Leaders 
variable N"'"24 NoalO N•20 N,.9 N•l3 
-Interest in Religion 
-
None 4.2% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 7.7% 
Intellectual 8.0 20.0 25.0 33.3 23.0 
Nild 33.7 10.0 25.0 33.3 30.8 
Deep 41.7 20.0 41.7 33~3 38.5 
Other 12.4 o.o 8.3 o.o o.o 
Total 100·.;0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 
P.'lrtici2.ation in 
Rdigious 
Acti''Jities 
N~ver 4.2 30.0 o.o o.o 7.7 
1-4 times a 
year 12.5 30.0 8.3 o.o 7.7 
5-10 times a 
year 16.7 30.0 16.7 o.o 15.3 
1-2 times a 
month 20.8 10.0 16.7 33.3 7.7 
Once a Week 41.7 o.o 33.3 33.3 30.8 
Several times 
a Week 4.2 o.o 25.0 33.3 30.8 
. -.--
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 
!.~nill P..e.la tions 
V~r:y Good 37.5 10.0 40.0 33.3 30.3 
All Right 20.8 10.0 30.0 33.3 38.5 
Indifferen~ 37.5 20.0 10.0 16.7 23.1 
Not Good 4.2 60~0 20.0 16.7 7.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 
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interest in religion, and absolutely none of them participates weekly in 
religioU3 activities. Since high drug use is directly related to low religi-
osity? the implication is that students defining themselves as "freaks" 
would be the most likely users of drugs. 
A similar argument can be made with regard to the nature of family 
relations. Most "freaks" (60 per cent) characterize their relation with their 
parents as poor. In contradistinction, at least one-third of the students 
typifying themselves as "jocks," "scholars," "greasers" and "student leaders" 
describe their family relations as very good. lt is suggested here that the 
differences in religiosity and nature of family relations observed among the 
various categories of students account in part for differentials in student 
drug use. 
The School System 
Certainly a major factor in the high school experience of any student is 
his rated academic performance--his grade point average. It tells him, his 
peers, and his family how well the system thinks he is doing. It also reflects 
his ability and/or willingness to function within the system. 
Self-reported grades turn out to have.an important relationship to the 
use o£ most drugs. That is, high grades are associated with low use. 
The measure of academic grades used here is a·self-report item in the 
questionnaire. It reads: "tfuat was your grade average last year?" The 
student then selects one of a specified answer alternatives. 
Turning to the grades in relation to dn1g use, we find that those with 
lowest grade point average are clearly the most likely to use drugs. Further-
more, there tends to be very great difference in illegal drug usage between 
the t'..;o top grades, A and B. And this holds true for all drugs. For, with 
the exception of marijuana, alcohol, tobacco, tranquilizers and barbiturates, 
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TABLE 14 
STUDEi:IT' S GRADE POINT AVERAGE AND HIS USE OF DRUGS 
---
-----
All Students Interview Sample 
stud-ents' A B c A B c 
use of N 96 385 617 21 23 32 
-Tobacco 41.7 57.8 66.9 71.4 47.8 71.9 
Alcohol 78.1 86.3 90.0 76.2 87.5 95.7 
Marijuana 24.0 31.5 46.7 34.4 43.5 52.4 
LSD 1.0 3.6 5.8 4.8 3.1 8.7 
Hero1.n 1.0 1.8 1.6 o.o 3.3 4.3 
Opiat~s 1.0 3.9 5.5 4.3 4.8 6.3 
Amphetamines 3.1 7.2 8.8 o.o 3.0 13.5 
Baributurates 4.2 3.4 7.5 o.o 4.3 4.8 
Cocaine o.o 2.6 4.9 2.5 3.1 8.7 
Mescaline 1.0 2.6 5.8 4.3 4.8 6.3 
Tr.a<!.quilizers 5.2 5.4 5.7 o.o 4.8 6.3 
·Methaqualone 1.0 2.6 6.5 2.5 8.7 9.4 
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the in·cidence of psychoactive substance usage among students within the B 
grade poi.nt average category is from one to three times as is reported by 
students within the highest grade point average (A students). 
Turning to the specifics of drug use. The drug of preference of A 
students is tranquilizers. But even in this case, usage is comparatively low. 
It is interesting to note that absolutely none of them uses cocaine~ and only 
a very insignificant number uses LSD, mescaline, methaqualone, opiates and 
heroin, that is, the hard drugs. Turning to B students, the only remarkable 
thing about them is their use of amphetamines. But it is from the low-
achievers (C students) that we find the greatest incidence of all drug use. 
Furthermore, there is a noticeably great use by·· these students of marijuana, 
barbiturates and amphetamines. 
The data invite- the conclusion that there is a correspondence between 
the use of drugs and the quality of a student's performance at school. The 
higher the quality of a student's performance (as measured by his grade point 
average), the less the likelihood of his using drugs; the lower the quality 
of performance, the greater the likelihood of his using drugs. 
Consideration of the various levels of involvement with marijuana 
invariably leads to the same conclusion (Table 15). On the one hand, almost 
one-quarter (24.6 per cent) of all low achievers (D or less students) are 
habitual users of n1arijuana. By cornparisou·,. more than three-quarters (76.6 
per cent). of high achievers (A students) are·abstainersfrom marijuana .. As 
the quality of performance improves, the number of students who had never 
tried cannabis also increases •. Conversely, as the quality of performance 
declines, the number of students who never tried the drug declines, while the 
numh~r of more intensive u3ers of it rises correspondingly. 
But how are these relationships between high school gt'ades and high 
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TABLE 15 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE BY FREQUENCY OF HARIJUANA USE 
Grade Point Average 
D 
frequency of A B C+ c or I.ess D.K. N. 
Marijuana Use N•96 N•387 N•308 · N»2.40 N""6.9 N•7 
Never 76.6% 68.3% 57.9% 51.6% 37.7% 85.7% 667 
1-2 Times 7.0 8.3 11.3 15.3 15.9 o.o 124 
3-9 Times 7.0 8.8 9.6 9.1 8.7 o.o 98 
10-49 Times 4.2 6.5 8.8 12.3 11.6 14.3 105 
50 Times or }lore 5.2 5.9 11.7 11.0 24.6 o.o 107 
No Am;· .. Har o.o 0.2 0.7 0.6 1.4 o.o 6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.9 100.0 1.107 
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school student drug use to be interpreted? One is that drug use has con-
tributed directly or indirectly to a lowering o£ academic performance (Blum, 
1969b). Another is that poor grades led the student to seek compensating 
60dal rawards through drug use. Still a third is that both poor grades and 
active drug use result from the same prior determinants such as joining 
deviant subgroups of students (Johnston, 1973). The latter explanation seems 
plausible. However, this position would be tenable if low-achievers have 
friends who are involved in drug-using behaviour, and if these friends are 
also by and large low-achievers. Hence, it is crucial to examine the identity 
of students. and how this relates both to their grade-point average and drug-
using behaviour. 
Identity, Performance, and Drug Use 
In our theoretical discussion, the observation was made that self-concept 
is both a dependent and an independent variable. It is a function of the 
responses of significant others and audiences located within various areas of 
the social system. It is also the basis on which ego selects and organizes his 
' 
behaviour within the context of the social system, and the expectations of 
organi~ed other. It can be argued, therefore, that students who select a 
drug-using mode of behaviour do so as a result, in part, of the way they con-
ceive themselves. The school as a social system definitely constitues one of 
the most vital sources of independent variables both for the evolution and 
structuring of self-identity, and the behaviour consequent on that. 
Examining students' self-definition in relation to their academic roles, 
we notice that there is a negative relationship between students defining 
themselves as "scholars," "student leaders," and "jocksn and use of all drugs. 
Students identifying themselves as "greasers" are positively related, though 
very weakly, with the use of all psychoactive drugs. But students typifying 
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themsalves a:s "freaks" show a comparatively stronger positive correlation 
t?ith use of all drugs except heroin and tranquilizers (Table 16). To 
det:•e;:omJ..ue thL:; relationship, student use of t:he t;H~lve selected drugs was 
dichJJ\;omized or converted into· a dummy variable, and ·phi c:oeffients were 
th~:l calculated to define the relationships between use of these drugs and 
students' self-image. 
That correlation is not causation is a well known axiom within the 
social sciences. But these correlational differences draw attention to the 
possibility of the existence of actual attributes differentiating the various 
types of students: "freaks" and "greasers" on the one hand, and "jocks," 
"student leaders,'·' and "scholars" on the other. What do these differences 
tell us about the school system, and varying successful adjustment of 
different types of students to the school environment? 
In our discussion of the relationship between use of drugs and the level 
of academic performance, the concluaion was drawn that lower grades have a 
direct relation with use of moat drugs, and high grades, and inverse relation-
ship. This conclusion has various ramifications in the light of the correla-
tional differences be~1een the various types of students and drug-using 
behaviour. First, there is the implication that students describing them-
s~~lves as "scholars," "student leadoars" and ''jocks" will also Bho'-T a high 
quality of academic performance; fewer students from these background are 
users of d-rugs. The eJtact contrary would be true of atudents who describe 
themselves as "freaks" and, to a. lesser extent, ~·grea.aer!'l. '' It· is among these 
two types of Htudent:"l that the m.'1jority of drug users are to be identified. 
Thi!se observations are consistent o;dth the_ev~.dence in Table .17. 
At least one out of every five high-achi,evers (A and B atm.lNI~;s) 
cl~fin'~3 hims,elf a'!J a "jock," "scholar," or 115tudent leade:r3. 11 "Grea:.~rsH and 
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. TABLE 16 
PHI COEFFICIENTS DESCRIBING THE REL~TIONSHIPS BE~~EEN 
STUDENTS' SELF-CONCEPT AND USE OF TWELVE 
SELECTED DRUGS 
T~]:!es of Students 
Jocks Freaks Scholars Greasers Leaders 
Drugs N•354 N=-103 N•189 N,.69 N•242 
Tobacco -.04 • 20 -.13 .18 -.14 
Alcohol -.06 .17 -.21 .11 -.17 
LSD -.08 .17 -.05 .03 -.o5 
Marijuana -.06 .38 -.12 .02 -.21 
Heroin .06 .01 -.05 .02 -.06 
Opiates -.05 .22 -.03 .03 -.08 
Amphetamines -.os .21 -.06 .05 -.10 . 
Barbiturates -.04 .17 -.04 .06 -.09 
Cocaine -.05 .14 -.03 .08 -.08 
Hethaqualone -.07 .16 -.02 .02 -.06 
Mescaline -.08 .23 -.05 .03 -.05 
Tranquilizers -.03 .07 -.ot. .07 -.05 
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TABLE 17 
SELF-DEFINITION BY GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
-------
:::---
students Describing Grade Point Average 
Tbems~lve<:'i aa: A B C+ c 
Jod<s (354) 20.8% 30.7% 35.8% 37.0% 
Freaks (103) 1.7 6.6 9.6 13.0 
Scholars (189) 29.2 21.7 14.2 11.4 
Greasers (69) 5.2 4.4 5.8 8.4 
Leaders (242) . 28~1 24.5 21.3 17.5 
Others (150) 15.0 12.1 12.3 12.7 
Total (1107) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N ... 96 387 240 308 
D cr 
Less 
10.2% 
30.4 
8.7 
8.7 
17.4 
24.6 
100.0 
76 
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''freal,s" constitute an insignificant aminority among h igh-achievers. 
Indead, the latter group of student,; ("freaks") chtster around the lower end 
of th~ achievement continuum. 
Carrying this analysis one st.ap deeper,· it is necessary to I.!!Xamine how 
low-achievers tend to gravitate towards each other in terms of.the type of 
close friends they have. Theoretically, it is assumed that,. like the lower-
class boys of Albert Coh~n (1955), "greasers",and "freaks" would most likely 
faca common problems of adjustment within the school environment• Hence, 
there would be the tendency for such students. to gravitate towards each other 
for support. Table 18 suggests this to be the case. The general pattern 
indicates that fewer "freaks" and "greasers" report that none of their six 
closest friends are users of marijuana, LSD, and amphetamines.·. Conversely, 
more of them indicate that at least four of their six closest friends use 
these oubstances. This general pattern is more obvious the case of cannibis 
use. Whereas at least tr,yo-fifths of "jocks, 11 ''scholars, 11 and ''student leaders" 
report having no drug-using friends, only very few "freaks" and greasers" 
indicate the same fact; and at least tv.ro-fifths o£ "fr.eaka" report that all 
th-eir closest friends are smokers of marijuana. (Table 18) 
Turning to the question of :the relation between gr.:tde p<..lint .:..:vt:rr.age" 
type of close friends, and student drug-use, ~,>;;~ notice an interesting patterns 
(Table 19). As the level of. academic performance rises, the proportion of 
students saying that none of their six closest friends uses drugs also._ rises •. 
As the level of performance declines,. the pr.oportion of students saying that 
at. L~:ut four of their six closest friends use mariju.'lna also rises. Adn at 
the point where students have the poorest performance, ·al:most -one-quarter 
(24~6 per cent) report that all of their six closest friends are users of 
tnarijuana, LSD, and amphetamines. This would appear to support the earlic:r: 
TAli Lit 
TYPES OF STUDE~'"TS BY h'UHBER OF DRUG-USIN:; FRIENDS 
Students Describing Themselves as 
Number of Close Jocks Freaks Greasers Scholars · Leaders Othe:r Total N 
Friandn Using N""324 N•l03 N.,.69 N=l89 N""242 N""l50 1,107 
1'-.\ari.it·u::.na 
None 41.5% 5.8% 5.8% 64.0% 70.7% 33.37. 47.3% 524 
One 18.4 10.7 17.4 9.5 10.3 7.3 12.4 137 
2 - 3 25.3 16.5 34.8 15.9 12.8 30.0 22.0 244 
4 - 5 5.6 23.3 30.4 3.7 3.3 14.7 7.0 78 
All 8.2 43.7 11.5 6.9 2.9 14.7 11.2 124 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1107 
.LSD \0 
1,..! 
None 91.8 64.1 88.4 92.1 98.3 81.3 89.1 986 
One 6.5 9.7 2.9 5.3 o.s 4.7 4.9 54 
2 - 3 1.7 17.5 o.o 2.1 0.4 4.0 3.2 35 
4- 5 o.o 3.9 2.9 o.o o.o 1.3 0.7 8 
t~ll o.o 4.9 1.4 6.5 0.4 1.3 0.9 10 
Don't Know o.o o.o o.o 4.3 o.o 7.3 1.3 14 
Tot.al 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100;.0 100.0 1107 
-· 
A'ffinht!t:;mines 
..........___ 
!{~ne 88.1 55.3 84.1 87.8 96.7 74.7 84.8 939 
One 7.1 9.7 4.3 9.0 2.1 9.3 6.7 74 
.. 
2- 3 3.7 22.3 7.2 Z.l 1.2 6.7 5.2 58 
4 - 5 0.3 8.7 1.4 0.5 o.o 1.3 1.3 14 
All 0.6 3.9 1.4 6.5 o.o 7.3 1.2 13 
Don't Know 0.2 o.o 1.4 o.o o.o 7.3 0.8 9· 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1107 
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TABLE 19 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE BY l;IJHBl!:R OF SIX CLOSEST 
FRIENDS USING !1..\RIJUANA 
-·-:....----
Grade Point Average 
Nu!'lhe:r of A B C+ c D N 
Hzn::ij tJ.ana N=96 N=387 N•240 N'*308 N•69 
Us::l.ng Friends 
Nona. 56.3% 55.3% 45.8% 38.3% 33.3% 524 
One 11~.6 11.6 12.5 13.6 8.7 137 
2 - 3 16.7 18.3 23.8 26.6 24.6 244 
4 or 5 4.2 7.8 6.3 7.5 8.7 78 
All 7.3 6.7 10.8 13.6 24.6 119 
No Ans•<'ler 1.0 0.3 0.8 0.3 o.o 5 
Toul 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.9. 99.9 1,107 
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euggestion that low-achievers would most likely associate with other low-
achievers. And that their selection of drug-specific mode of behaviour is a 
compen::>atory activity to the problems of adjusting to the strins generated by 
unsatisfactory performance in school. Therefore, failing to obtain gratifica-
tion from school, low-performance students would-most likely select this mode 
of behaviour--drug-taking that is--as a compensatory response or readjustment. 
The over-riding objective of· their selecting this mode of behaviour would be 
for fun (Table 20). 
The foregoing observations do not have as their purpose the inference 
of cause-effect relationship; our data do not tvarrant inferences of this 
nature. But they do point to some of the social processes that govern and 
determine the interaction of students within the school social system. The 
implication is that the type of drug related behaviour a given student is 
~likely to :3ele«..t is a fa:i.r index of how •H"ell he performs in school. 
Studant Orgauizational Participation_ 
Part of the lore about drug use in high school is that.drug users tend 
to be marginal people in the life of the school. It has already been demon-
strated that drug users tend to be somewhat more marginal in the academic life 
of the school, but that is only one part of the social milieu. Social con-
nectedness .to peers in school, particularly in .formal activities, is another. 
Such connectedness is participation in some of the many extracurricular 
activities is offered at most schools. We have chosen to compare drug use 
for student who report varying degrees of extracurricular participation. 
The questions pertaining to extracurricular participation were presented 
in the self-administered questionnai~e and in the follow-up interview. · Students 
tvere asked: "Hmv ll'.any school activities or organizations do you belong to?" 
'Ih'?. provided response alternatives w<:<r.+!: (1) nona; (2) one; (3) t~.ro; (4) three 
to five; (5) six or ml)re. 
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TABLE 20 
GRADE POINT AVERAGE AND REASONS FOR DRUG USE 
-----
Reasons 
Group 
Escape Rebel Acceptance Fun Other D.K. Total N 
GPA 1'!•135 N=21 N•328 Noa414 l'l-116 N=-93 N•1107 
A 11.5% 4.2% 41.7% 26.0% 7.3% 9.4% 100.1 96 
B 51.5 2.3 31.8 33.3 7.8 9.3 100.0 387 
C+ 10.0 2.1 26.7 40.8 10.8 9.6 100.0 240 
c 10.4 0.6 27.6 43.2 12.3 5.8 99.9 308 
D or Leas 7.2 1.4 20.3 40.6 20.3 10.1 99.9 - 69 
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In our discussion of the relationship between organizational participa-
tion and use of drugs (Chapter III) the point was made that experience with 
drugt> almost always occurs in social contexts~ It was further recognized that 
such experiences are not equally distributed· among all people within any given 
community. It follows, logically, that the degree of experience with drugs 
will be significantly related to the level and type of organizational involve-
ment of any given student. Hence, we had hypothesized that the more involved 
a stu.dent is in school organizations, the more the likelihood that he will use 
drugs. And further, .. that the pattern of his d.rug-using behaviour would most 
likely be a .product~ in part, of. the type of organizations to... which he belongs. 
The first part of this.. hypothesis stipulates., "in operational. terms, 
that .students belonging to school ·organizations or. othet: school activities 
would also use drugs. On the other hand, their non··participating ·counterparts 
would be non-users of drugs. 
As can be seen from Table 21, the exact contrary of this hypothesis is 
tr;.te. The data r.mggest that the lor.e about the more marginally involved being 
th..;:: hea,Tiest us~rs does h!lve much factual support. .For .students wi:th no extra-
curr:i.cul<lr a.c tivi.ties do show a ret~1.arkab~y higher usage than o.ther students on 
•:tll drugs except _heroin+ .The· differences. are· .quite large in the case· of 
alcohol, tranquilizers,. tobacco and mariju.ana. Other than· that, twice. as mC'.ny 
non-active. students as active s . t:udents use all the other remaining eight· drugs. 
A more detailed analysis of these findings shows differences .in drug use 
to be related to varying degrees of .organizational involvement. .As is evident 
from Table 22, the number of organizations or school activities a student 
· belongs to is a good predictor of the lik2lihood of his using or not using 
d.:ug~. Among participants in extr3curric~;..tlor activities1' the .difference of 
d;n:g-s'.ling incider-.ce is r:dgntficsnt. v1ith the exceptl~J:.l of heroin, amphetamines; 
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TABLE 21 
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF DRUG USE ACCORDING TO RHETdER OR NOT A 
STUDENT PA..l{TICIPATES IN EXTRACURRICULA.~ ACTIVITIES 
:::::===:.: 
All Students Interview SamEle 
Non-acti~.,e Active Non-active-' Active 
varia1>les N.,. 281 N ... 824 N"" 23 N • 53 
Tobacco 69.0% 58.7% 64.2% 67.5% 
A!cohul 89.3 86.9 85.7 88.7 
Harijuana 47.7 36.5 61.9 47.2 
LSD 8.9 3.3 4.8 5.7 
Heroin 1.4 1.7 9.5 1.9 
Opiates 7.1 3.6 9.5 1.9 
Amphet~mines 13.2 5.8 14.3 7.5 
Barbiturates 8.9 4.6 o.o 3.8 
Cocaine 6.4 2.7 4.8 3.8 
Neth;~vtualone 8.5 3.3 4.8 3.8 
Mescaline 7.1 3.3 4.8 3.8 
TJ:anquilizers 6.8 5.2 9.5 1.9 
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TABLE 22 
ORG~~IZATIO~\L PARTICIPATION AND USE OF DRUGS 
~ 
. student Number of Or~anization Student Participates In 
use of: 1 2 3-5 6 or·More Non~ Total 
---Tobacco 59.6% 59.9% 55.3% 64.7% 69.0% 61.3% 
AJ.cohol 84.3 88.7 87.9 94.1 89.3 87.5 
Marijuana 38.7 37.2 35.3 34.1 47.7 39.2 
LSD 3.7 3.5 2.8 o.o 8.9 4.7 
Heroin 2.0 1.9 4.4 o.o 1.4 1.6 
'Opiates 5.6 3.0 2.1 o.o 7.1 4.5 
Amphetamines a.o 5.9 3.9 11.8 13.2 7.7 
Barbiturates 5.9 4.9 4.5 4.2 8.9 5.7 
Cocnine 3.7 2.5 1.5 o.o 6.4 3.6 
Methaqt:<a1one 4.0 3.9 1.5 o.o 8.5 4.6 
Mescaline 4.3 2.8 2.5 o.o 7.1 4.2 
Tranquilizers a.o 4.6 5.9 3.9 6.8 5.6 
N= 324 283. 199 178 283 1,107 
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~nd tranquilizers a greater proportion of students who belong to one or two 
-e~trncarricular activities report more drug use than students belonging to 
more than two· extracurricular activities.· Participation in six or more extra-
curricular activities is negatively related to use of psychoactive drugs. 
Indeed, the evidence suggests an overall inverse relationship between use.of 
drugs and participation in extracurricular activities; participants in more 
activities report less use than participants·· in fewer organizations. 
Specific Types of Extracurricular Involvement 
Our interest in student organizational participation also focuses on the 
nature and type of activity students are engaged in. One item of the study 
explored the various types of sportive activities or organizations to which 
students belong. The activities ·students were asked to check as indicative of 
their belonging to them were: tennis, golf, cross country, soccer, ·,baseball, 
and football. Our central concern is to explore the relation of definite drug-
using patterns to definite types of sport associations ••. In light of the 
evidence in Table 23, the following observations seem warranted. First, use of 
alcohol, tobacco and marijuana is heavy among all members of the variou$ sport 
clubs. Other than that, students whobelong to tennis clubs tend to use 
amphetamines and tranquilizers. Almost all students who participate.in golf 
· (96.8 per cent) use alcohol. Also. their drugs of preference are barbiturates 
and mescaline. For cross country runners, amphetamines seem·to be the drug of 
preference. Students who belong to baseball prefer cannabis and cocaine. 
Interestingly. cocaine and heroin are the least used drugs by students who 
participate in sports. 
What all this seems to suggest is that drug use pattern::; correspond to 
patt,~rus of inte::<!.::;t in sports. And that stud.:"!nts vho belong to one type of 
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TABLE 23 
PARTICIPATION IN SPORTS AND STUDENT DRUG USE 
--- Per Cent Within Each Group Using Respective Drug 
Cross Base 
Tennis Golf Country Soccer Ball None D.K. Total 
prugs (35) (31) (26) (24) (94) (815) (82) (1107) 
Tobacco 48.6 54.8 50.0 47.1 59.6 63.4 59.7 61.3 
Alcohol 82.9 98.6 84.6 85.3 87.2 88.1 81.9 87.5 
}Ia:rijuana 22.9 29.0 30.0 26.5 42.6 40.0 47.2 39.2 
LSD 5.7 3.2 7.7 2.9 4.3 4.5 4.3 4.7 
Heroin 2.9 3.2 o.o o.o o.o 1.8 1.8 1.6 
Opiates 2.9 3.2 7.7 o.o 2.1 6.9 4.8 4.5 
Amphetamines 11.4 3.2 11.5 5.9 4.5 11.9 7.7 7.7 
Barbiturates 8.6 6.5 3.8 2.9 3.2 9.7 5.6 5.7 
Cocaine o.o o.o 0.5 2.9 5.3 5.6 3.7 3.6 
Tranquilizers 11.4 3.2 o.o o.o 4.3 8.3 5.8 5.6 
Methaqualone 5.7 6.5 3.8 o.o 1.1 6.9 4.9 4.6 
Hescaline o.o 6.5 3.8 2.9 o.o 6.9 4.7 4.2 
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eport organization are more likely than other students to use a given type 
of drug. 
Academic-Oriented Associations 
Turning now to the academic-oriented organizations and student drug use, 
~e notice that a similar pattern obtains. Students were presented with a 
list of organizations and were asked to indicate the ones to which they 
belonged and actively participated in. These activities include drama, music, 
student government, and student publications. Although use·of alcohol and 
smoking prevails highly among all categories of students, it is more so with 
those involved with student government and student publications (Table 24). 
The latter group of students, that~is!t those engaged in student publications, 
• are the moat likely to use amphetamines and tranquilizers. W:i:th regard to the 
drug-using habits of students. who be.long..ct.o student mus.ic cluba·, it seems 
.. clear that next to students interested and participating in .drama., :they con-
stitute the ·largest marijuana using group (39 .8 per cent).· .Other. than that, 
their general preference is LSD and barbiturates. 
Of students who belong to drama clubs, at least one out of ten use 
amphetamines, methaqualone and opiates. More i1nportantly, more than one-
half (53.3 per cent) of these students use marijuana; this. represents the 
h;ighes.t .reported use· among the various organizations •. Of students who refused 
to answer this question, a high percentage report use of alcohol; tobacco and 
marijuana. 
The evidence above does not warrant any strong conclusions. It does 
suggest that students belonging to certain types of academic or profession-
oriented organizations also have the tendency to use specific types of mind-
altering substances. 
But in order to have a clearer vie~¥ of the identity of the student drug 
WH~r, there is the m~ed to explore the extent and type of organizational 
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TABLE 24 
ACAUEr-1IC-ORIENTED ACTIVITIES AND STUDENT DRUG USE 
=- Per Cent Within Each Organization Using Drugs 
Student Student No 
Drama Husic Gvt. Pool. None Answer Total 
Drugs N•45 N=93 N: ... 6o N•57. Na822 Na3Q N•ll07 
-
Tobacco 64.4 53.8 50.0 54.4 62.9 73.3 61.3 
Alcohol 77.8 76.3 88.3 86.0 89.4 86.7 87.5 
Marijuana 53.3 39.8 31.7 29.8 46.7 39.7 39.2 
LSD 6.7 8.6 11.7 5.3 3.3·· 3.3 4.4 
Heroin 4.4 3.2 3.3 o.o o.o 1.3 1.6 
Opiates 11.1 4.3 3.3 1.8 4.4 6.7 4.5 
Amphatalnines 11.1 6.5 3.3 12.3 7.4 13.3 7.7 
Barbiturates 8.9 9.7 3.3 3.5 5.4 6.7 5.7 
Cocaine 4.4 6.5 1.7 3.5 6.7 3.3 3.6 
Hethaqualone 11.1 6.5 1.7 5.3 6.7 4.1 4.6 
Mescaline 6.5 3.2 o.o 3.5 6.7 4.5 4.2 
Tranquilizers 6.5 6.5 5.0 10.6 5.0 10.0 5.6 
psrt:ic:ipntion vi thin the context of the student's self-definition. 
It has already been established that the level of performance in school 
related to use of drugs by students. Furthermore; students classifying 
themselvas as "freaks" and, to a lesser extent, "greasers" are characterized 
bY poor grades. Our analysis of involvement in student organizations shows the 
drug-user to be marginally involved in the school system• If this position is 
tenable, students identifying themselves as "freaks" should also be marginally 
involved in extracurricular participation• That this is the case is evident 
from the data in Table 25.. More than one-half {51.3 per cent) of ''freaks" 
and one-third of "greasers" do not belong to any organization or club. How-· 
ever, whereas one out of every twenty of "greasers" is affiliated with more 
than six organizations, absolutely none ·Of "freaks" is abo highly involved in 
a similar fashion. Perhaps, this explains why, of the two categories of 
stud:ants, "greasers" are less likely to use drugs than. "freaks." 
Consideration of the different types of organizational participation 
leads to the same conclusion. The fact is that a· ·Comparatively higher pro-
portion of "freaks" and "greasers" have no involvement in sports and other 
academic-oriented organizations. Admittedly 9 the same is· true of "jocks" 
with. regard to participation i.n academic-oriented extracurricular participation 
but, true to their :ldentity, th·ey are· much more involved in sports ·than any 
other category of students. 
It is perhaps useful to remark that this is not a causal argument. It 
~·ould be inco~~rect to argue that nor&participation in student organizations 
causes the student to use drugs. This position would be acceptable only if, 
after accounting for the effects of all other variables, the strength of rela-
tionship bepqe?.n use of drugs and participation in extracurricular activities 
· rc·!1.:1ins high. The concluding chapter of. this study will shrow that this is 
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TABLE 25 
SELF-DEFINITION AND ORGAJiiZATIONAL PARTICIPATION 
::;:::::::::-
Students Defining Themselves as 
organisational Jocks Freaks Scholax-a Greasers Leaders. D.K. Total 
pardcipa tion N=334 Nul03 Nal89 N"'69 N•234 .N•l50 1,107 
N 
No. of Organizations 
-None 16.6% 51.5% 23.3% 33.3% 24.0% 24.7% 281 
One 31.1 24.3 34.9 27.5 27.3 23.3 324 
Two 29.1 15.5 28.0 23.3 25.2 23.3 284 
Three to Five 20.1 8.7 13.2 10.1 19.4 24.7 199 
Six or Hore 0.3 o.o 0.5 5.8 3.7 1.3 17 
No Answer 2.8 o.o o.o o.o 0.4 0.7 2 
Total 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 1,107 
s:2orts 
Tennis 1.7 o.o 5.8 o.o 5.8 4.0 35 
Golf 4.0 1.0 2.6 o.o 2.9 2.0 31 
Cross Country 3.1 1.0 2.1 o.o 2.9 2.0 26 
Soccer 4.2 1.0 2.6 4.3 2.5 2.7 34 
B&seball 13.0 2.9 4.3 2.9 8.7 9.3 94 
None 67.2 90.3 76.2 84.1 72.7 70.7 815 
No Answer 6.8 2.9 6.4 8.7 4.5 9.3 72 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1,107 
~demie-Oriented 
£E.flanizationa 
Drama 2.5 2.9 4.2 1.1. 7.0 4.7 45 
Music 4.0 11.7 10.6 10.1 11.6 8.0 93 
Student 
Government 6.2 1.0 4.2 1.4 8.3 5.3 60 
Student 
Publications 3.4 5.8 7.4 1.4 5.4 7.3 57 
None 80.8 78.6 70.9 82.6 65.7 70.0 822 
t~o Answer 1.0 o.o 2.7 3.0 2.0 4.7 30 
Total 99.9 1oo·.o 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 1,107 
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not the case. The substance of the argument up to this point.-is that organiza-
tional participation is simply one of several factors that differentiate drug-
using and non-drug-using students. 
But how are these relationships between participation in extracurricular 
. activities and drug use to be interpreted?· The present study does· not address 
itself specifically to this question. It is suggested that, for the participa-
don a student demonstrates in extracurricular" participation,- he obtains in 
exchange various types of social recognition and rewards from·school; ·peers and 
family. Such social recognition directly or indirectly a\lards status to 
involved students. Such responses from others reinforce student-• s self-con-
cept and identity, and affect the subsequent selection, organization and 
direction of his behaviour. Furthermore, these nurturing sociaL rewards and 
recognition respond to the status needs of ·the adolescent, and limit the 
paths to self-compensation through other types of anomie behaviour. On the 
other hand, nonparticipants, who· are not beneficiaries of this type of 
nurturant social and status awards and recognition, will also have the 
tendency to adopt alternative-modes of response to status needs which might 
entail compensatory use of mind-altering drugs. This may explain the differ-
entials in use of drugs among "jocks", "student leaders," and "scholars" on 
the one hand, and "freaks" and "greasers"·on the other. But even in this 
instance, when the influence of other variables have been accounted for by the 
step-wise multivariate analyses (Chapter V), the effects of student organiza-
tiona! participation appear to be comparatively minimal. Hence, it is safe to 
conclude that student participation in extracurricular activities is not a 
cause of the use of psychotropic drugs by students. 
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The Operation of Peer Group Influences 
Turning now to the question of friends, it is crucial to consider the 
e~tent to \lhich friendship associations constitute an independent variable for 
the use of psychoactive drugs. It is suggested here that association with 
persons '"ho are favourably inclined towards a· given' type of behav-iour has. the 
potential of· inducing· expo~ed . subjects to· a favourable ·definit~on of·, and 
attitude towards, . the ·given ·behav:tou:r. This· would- hold true ·for drug-using 
behaviour among students.,. Within a high school environment, patterns of · 
friendship constitute the .most COlllm.on type of association.· These· patterns of 
association"?'ould tend to determine the ·attitude of any given student to any 
·given type of behaviour. ·We could, within this theoretical context, posit a 
positive relat:l.on between the perceived uae· of drugs by one's friends and one's 
personaL use of drugs. · Hence, we had hypothesized that a -substantial portion of 
drug-using youo.gaters would also have drug-using friends. .-In operational terms, 
drug users are more likely to state that many or most of their closest 
friends use dr1.1ga; non-users, few or nona. The theoretical justification of 
this hypothesi5 is that one's closest friends generally constitute one's sig-
nificant other6; there normally eldsts a deeper level of identification with 
such close friends. They constitute an in-group, and behaviour reinforcement 
contingency. Glaser (1956 :442) argued,- in substance, that a person pursues a 
specific type of behaviour "to the extent that he identifies himself '·With real 
or imaginary persons from whose Perspective his • ·• •. behaviour seems acceptable." 
To explore the possible relationship betwe~n the use of drugs by one's 
closest friendS and one's personal use of it, students were asked: "Consider 
your six closest friends. How many of them use tobacco?·" The response alter-
natives provided were: (1) none of them; (2) one; {3) t\.ro or three; (4) four or 
five; (5) all of ther:~. The same proeedure 'ttTas applied to all the other drugs 
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The data in Table 26 indicate that dt~g usBrs are much more likely than 
11011-users to report having at least two or three close friends who have tried 
each of these drugs. With reference to LSD, amphetamines and marijuana, an 
int~~::"esting pnttern emerges. This concerns two extreme categories of students: 
abstainers and habitual t.ll'Hlrs. A .very high proportion of abstainers maintain 
that none. of their closest friends use marijuana, LSDy and amphetamines. Of 
the habitual users a very high proportion also indicate that most or all of·· 
·their closest friends are also users of the selected drugs. These findings 
shi>W that the reported patterns of drug use have a strong positive relati,onship 
to the relative number of respondents' close friends who have tried the drug. 
Thus, nonusers of these specific drugs, that is, LSD, marijuana, amphetamines 
-and' to a lesser extent, tobacco and alcohol, are most likely to report having 
no close friends. who tried any of these··drugs, followed in order by experi-
menters, occasional users~ and regular users. Habitual users, on the other 
hand, most often indicate that all their friends have each tried these drugs. 
This invites the conclusion that the likelihood of any goven student using 
drugs is largely contingent on whether he associates with drug-using or non-
drug-using friends. 
Peer Group Processes and Narijuana Use 
To further substantiate this point, it was judged necessary to explore 
the friendship processes themselves that govern the initial use of marijuana. 
Il!l their dir::cussion of the social processes that govern the initial use of 
c.;.u· .. ,abb Becker (1963), Blumer (1967), and Goode (1970) recognize the pre-
p.rJnd~raut i1aport:ance of friendship relationships. . In taking this view_ they 
underscore the necessity of the availability of learning and performance 
structure for smoking the drug; it is these who legitimize, reinforce, and 
positively reward the marijuana-smoking behaviou(--processes which. are pre-
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TABLE 26 
REPORTED DRUG USE BY W~}iliER OF SIX CLOSEST FRIENDS WHO 
a~VE TRIED SELECTED DRUGS (N•ll07} 
Nonuse~:J Drug Users 
Nuillber of 
close Friends Experi- Occasional Regular. Habitual 
v.rno Tried Nonusers menters Users Users Users 
Tobacco 
- None 41.9% 22.2% 9.3% 10.6% 2.5% 
One 18.3 22.8 13.9 8.9 2.5 
2 or 3 27.4 45.5 48.1 37.4 25.3 
4 ot 5 7.1 6.6 17.6 28.5 33.1 
All 2.9 2.4 9.3 12.2 34.2 
D.K. 2.4 0.6 1.9 2.4 2.5 
Total 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N ::s 420 167 108 123 281 
Alcohol 
None 43.8 27.5 8.8 1.0 0.5 
One 14.1 14.8 5.0 1.6 o.o 
2 or 3 26.6 35.4 28.6 11.5 4.5 
I+ or 5 10.9 10.5 29.8 29.5 9.5 
All 3.9 12.0 27.8 56.1 84.3 
D.K. 0.8 o.o o.o 0.3 1.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Na 128 209 238 305 217 
LSD 
None 92.7 30.8 6.7 o.o o.o 
One 4.5 15.4 20.0 o.o o.o 
2 or 3 1.4 34.6 40.0 55.6 o.o 
4 or 5 0.2 7.7 13.3 22.2 o.o 
All 0.1 7.7 20.0 22.2 100.0 
D.K. 1.1 3.8 o.o o.o o.o 
Tot;;tl 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N,.. 10f~8 2'• 10 10 8 
--· -------------------------
Other 
37.5% 
o.o 
12.5 
12.5 
12.5 
25.0 
100.0 
8 
20.0 
o.o 
20.0 
10.0 
20.0 
30.0 
100.0 
10 
71.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
14.3 
14.33 
100.0 
7 
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TABLE 26 (Continued) 
y.;umlH~r of Drug Users 
close Friends Experi- Occasional Regular Habitual Other 
\(no Ts:ied Nonusers menters users users users 
~ 
None 72.4 22.6 6.1 1.0 1.9 83.3 
One 13.3 21.8 11.2 5.7 3.7 o.o 
2 or 3 11.7 41.1 53.1 41.9 17.8 o.o 
4 or 5 1.2 7.3 16.3 25.7 16.8 o.o 
All .1;0 7.3 12.2 25.7 58.7 16.7 
D.K. . 0.4 o.o 1.0 o.o 0.9 o.o 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N .. 667 124 98 105 107 6 
Amphetamines 
None 89.6 35.9 23.1 28.6 16.7 60.0 
One 5.4 30.8 23.1 7.1 o.o o.o 
2 or 3 3.3 17.9 34.6 42.9 16.7 20.0 
4 or 5 0.4 10.3 11.5 14.3 16.7 o.o 
All 0.2 2.6 7.7 7.1 50.0 o.o 
D.K. 1.1 2.6 o.o 0.0 o.o 20.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
N• 1017 39 26 14 6 5 
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TABLE 27 
FRIZNDSHIP PROCESSES Ah~ ACTUAL USE OF MARIJUANA 
~============================================================= 
Variable Frequency 
N Per Cent 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Who provided you with the first marijuana you smoked? 
Pnrents {either father or mother) 
Brother or Sister 
Friends of the same sex 
Some other Person 
. Total 
Did your close friends use marijuana before you did? 
Yes 
No 
We all started at the same time 
No an3wer 
Total 
Is marijuana usually present at partie& you attend? 
Never 
I don't think so 
I think so, but I do not know for sure 
Ye3, some of them 
Yes, mont of or all of them 
Total 
4 
36 
321. 
75 
436 
235 
61 
124 
26 
436 
15 
37 
28 
226 
130 
426 
0.9 
8.2 
73.6 
17.2 
100.0 
51.8 
16.0 
28.4 
3.8 
100.0 
3.5 
8.5 
6.4 
51.9 
29 •. 6 
100.0 
Note: This analysis specifically deals 'tdth the subpopulation of marijuana 
u~ers only. It excludes non-smokers and other non-respondents who 
number 671. 
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requisite for the pleasurable perception of the drug. Evidence from Table 27 
support these views. For not only did an overwheL1ring ;,Ja:jor:tt:y ,:>f all smokers 
(73.6 r(!r cent) receive their first ':joint" ,from a friend. (Table 24), hut it 
w·a.s the3e friends who legitimized the behaviour by being an example: ·for one 
out of every two marijuana·smokers (51.8- per cent) indicated that their friends 
smoked marijuana before they did. It appears,· then, that close friends con-
stitute both learning and performance structure for marijuana smoking, and 
would seem to be vital for the continuance of the behaviour. ·The implication 
is that marijuana smokers would ntost likely interact selectively, associating 
with those who approve of, and reward the behaviour, avoiding those·who sanction 
it. This observation is sustainedby the fact that most of the smokers attend 
parties at which the drug is present. In sum, the role of·close friends 
appears to preponderate in the determination of any given student to smoke 
marijuana. This evidence further supports the argument that association tvith 
drug-using friends is a crucial determinant of drug use by students. 
Multivariate Analyses 
In order to relate data to theory and discover the extent ot their con-
vergence and divergence, it was judged necessary to subject the data to multi-
variate analyses. A theory is an interrelated set of "• •• constructs 
(concepts), definitions, and propositions that present a systematic view of 
phenomena by specifying relations among variables,·with the purpose of 
explaining and predicting phenomena" (Kerlinger, 1964:11). One of the major 
concerns of the social sciences is explanation and prediction. Indeed, the 
stated purpose of the present study is the explanation of student drug-using 
behaviour, and the definition of the incluence parameters of the various 
determinants of this behaviour. To realize this obj~ctive ~ore satisfactorily, 
t.he•:e is the need to subject our data to step-"Yiise multivariate regression 
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Procedurally, student use of the twelve selected drugs was dlcho~ 
tOJJlized or converted to dummy variables, and a step-~dse regression analysis 
performed on each of the following predictor variables: 
1. Use of drugs by closest friends. 
2. Use of drugs by a parent. 
3. Grade point average. 
4. Participation in student organizations. 
5. Occupation of fathers. 
6. Year in school. 
7. Family structure. 
8. Educatio~ of parents. 
9. Student's self-concept. 
10. Occupation of mothers. 
In each analysis, after the first six variables were selected by the 
I 
sl..:i.:p-t.;J..se procedure,. the inclusion of additional variables resulted iri negligible 
increase in the proportion of total variation in the criterion •.mr.iable that 'ras 
e:e~pl..:;.::n::::d, or predictable·, by the lin~•n tombination of the first six variables. 
T~bl~ 23 ·illustrates the proportiou of usage· of the various drugs 
explained by the set of ten pred-ictor variables, The six characteristics 
selected as the best predictors of marijuana u.:.e a-nd their contrib.ution to the 
R2 statistic (.408) are: (1) drug use by close friends; (2) drug use by a 
parent; (3) year in school; (4) grade point average;· (5) participation in 
extracurricular activities, and (6) education of parents. 
The leading factor explaining the use of LSD, and accounting for 11 per 
eent of the variability are (1} use of the drug by close friends; (2) use of 
drugs by a parent; (3) mother's occupation; (4) organizational participation; 
(5) grade point average; and (6) year in schoolb 
TABLE 28 
ORDER OF SELECTIOl\ OF TEN V/\RIABLES IN STEP-vliSE REGRESSION ANALYSES A::..u 
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL R2 
TObacco Alcohol LSD Marijuana Tranquilizers 
V&riables 0rder R2 Order R2 Order R2 Order R2 Order R2 
'· Friends' drug use 1 .235 1 .272 1 .099 1 .361 1 .061 ...... 
2. Perents' drug uae 2 .257 3 .320 2 .104 2 .387 
... Grade point average 3 .275 4 .323 5 .111 4 .404 4 .067 .:J. 
4. E~tracurricular activities 4 .281 5 • 325 4 .110 5 .407 
~ Fathers' occupation 5 .284 6 .326 ;). 
(, 
"• t'k•the:rs' occupation 3 .108 6 .067 
7. Year in school 6 .286 2 .299 6 .112 3 .309 2 .066 
D F~mdly Structure 3 .066 
9. S2lf-Concept 5 .067 
10. P<irentr;' education 6 .408 
Variables Heroin O_ei.ates Amphetamines Barbiturates Cocaine 
' Fri~nds' drug use 1 .051 1 .076 1 .130 1. .111 1 .101 .l.o 
2. Parents' drug use 4 .055 2 .085 2 .137 2 .123 2 .107 
':1 Grnde Point average 5 .055 6 .143 4 .127 5 .113 
-· 4.Extracurricular activites 
5. Fllthers' occupation 6 .129 
6. Year in School 3 .054 6 .093 4 .141 3 .126 4 .112 
7. Family Structure 
B. Self-concept 2 .053 3 .088 5 .143 5 .128 6 .114 
9. l1cthars' Occupation 4 .090 
10. Parend' Education 5 .092 3 .140 3 .110 
H~thnquulone 
Order R2 
1 .081 
2 .089 
4 .091 
5 .092 
3 .090 
6 .093 
1-' 
1-' 
.to-
Mescc.line 
1 .065 
2 .076 
3 .079 
4 .081 
5 .083 
6 .084 
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The most important. contributors to the explanation of the variability in 
the use of heroin (R2 = .055) are, beside drug use by close friends and parents, 
grade point average, student's self-concept, and year in school. 
Only 9 per cent of the variability in the use of opiates has been 
explained by the six predictor variables. The best predictors are: (1) drug 
use friends; (2) drug use by parents; (3) student's self-concept; (4) mother's 
occupation; (5) parental education and (6) family structure. 
2 The variables cited as the best predictors of amphetamines use (R • .143) 
are: (1) use of drugs by close friends; (2) use of drugs by parents; (3) edu-
cation of parents; (4) year in school; (5) self-concept and (6) grade point 
average. 
2 Factors selected as the strongest predictors of barbiturates (R • 129) 
are: use of drugs by (1) close friends; (2) by parents; (3) year in school; 
(4) grade point average; (5) student's self-concept and (6) occupation of 
fathers. 
The best predictors explaining the variability in the use·of cocaine 
2 (R = .114) are: drug use by (1) close friends; (2) by parents; (3) education of 
parents; (4) year in school;(5) grade point average and (6) self-concept of 
students. 
Major factors explaining the use of methaqualone are: use of drugs by: 
(1) close friends; (2) parents; (3) occupation of fathers; (4) grade point 
average and (5) year in school. But all these factors account for only 9 per 
cent of the variability in the use of this drug. 
Characteristics cited as the best predictors of use of mescaline 
2 (R = .084) are: use of drugs by (1) close friends; (2) by a parent; (3) grade 
point average; (4) participation in student organizations, occupation of 
fathers and (6) occupation of mothers. 
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The leading factor~ explaining the uae of tranquilizers (R2 = .067) are: 
(1) t~e cf drugs by parent; (2) year in school; (3) family structure; (4) grade 
point average; (5) student's self-concept and (6) occupation of ~others. 
The initial six predictors which account for -29 per cent of the vari-
ability in the use of tobacco are: use of drugs by (1) close friends; (2) 
parents; (3) grade point average; (4) organizational involvement; (5) occupa-
tion of fathers and (6) year in school. This last-predictor is cited as the 
second most important factor in the explanation of use of alcohol. All six (~ 
' 
characteristics account for 33 per cent of the variability in alcohol use. 
The predictability of the best six attributes was reasonably good for 
2 
some of the regression analysis,· but poor for others.· As measured by the R 
statistic, the proportion of criterion variability explained is 6 per cent for 
use of heroinand tranquilizers, 8 per cent for use of mescaline, 9 per cent 
for use of opiates and methaqualone, 11 per cent for use of ·LSD and cocaine, 
13 per cent for use of barbiturates, 14 per cent for use of amphetamines, 29 
per cent for tobacco use, 33 per cent for alcohol use and 41 per cent for use 
of marijuana. Evidently, tobacco; alcohol and marijuana use are best predicted 
by the initial six predictor variables. But in the analyses of use opiates, 
methaqualo:1e •. tranquili:z:era~:and: mescaline, leas than 10 .per. cent of the cri-
terion variability is explained by the first six variables in each case. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Family 
The family as specific unit of interaction constitutes one of the most 
( 
'--
crucial sources of independent variables of various and varying types of 
adolescent behaviour. This is one of the basic tenets of the present study. 
Vital to an adolescent's behaviour are certain characteristics of the 
family, characteristics which we have defined in terms of structure, and the 
quality of the ongoing interactional process within this structure. With 
regard to the latter aspect, the elements that are basic to the direction an 
adolescent's behaviour is likely to take depends on (1) the quality of 
parental models of behaviour and (2) the quality of existing parent-student 
relationships. 
In examining the drug-using behaviour of students in the light of our 
data, it would appear that this behaviour does not necessarily depend on an 
unstable family situation. Admittedly, students from broken homes are the 
most likely to use the soft psychotropic drugs. This is especially true of 
students who have been reared for the most of their lives by their fathers 
alone. But equally true is the fact that such students are the least likely 
to use any of the hard mind-altering drugs. On the other hand, students from 
stable families are the most likely to use hard drugs. However, use of hard 
drugs is noticeably low among all categories of students. What the data 
suggest is that the use of drugs is not mainly a function of whether or not a 
student comes from a broken home or from n stable !amily, but that certain 
more fundamental family processes have a stronger predictability as to which 
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student will use or will not use drugs. These processes have been identified 
as p~rental drug relatedness, and quality of parent-child relationship. 
It is common sense knowledge that exposure to specific types of behaviour 
or attitudes has the potential of generating attitude formation or attitude 
change towards those behaviours. This general principle is applicable to drug-
using behaviour of students. It is true that although students are exposed to 
various types of behaviour, it is the par1nts who constitute a crucial behaviour 
'~ 
reinforcement contingency. In the case of drug-using behaviour of students, 
the quality of parents as models appears to be crucial. Indeed, the attribute 
often selected as the second most important predictor of drug use by the 
step-wise multivariate analyses was drug use by parents. Perhaps, this may 
be a potentiating factor. But it can fairly be concluded that for parents 
who are in any way involved with drugs, the probability of their raising drug-
using students is greater than parents not in any t:tay involved with drugs. 
But how does student use of drugs relate to his religious characteristics? 
Is the fact of formal religious affiliation alone competent to explain this 
behaviour? Our data suggest this is the case. llowever, there is more to it 
than that. Admittedly, students without formal religious affiliation, in 
comparison with their counterparts, have a higher probability of using drugs. 
But that is more important is the degree of the student's own personal 
attitude to religion. Religious attitudes are defined by the student's own 
description of the type of his. interest in religion, and behaviourally, by 
his actual involvement in religious events and services. This, more than the 
fact of formal affiliation, is the best predictor of the likelihood of his 
using drugs. The various explorations of the existing relationships between 
religiosity and drug use suggest the conclusion that use of drugs is 
directly related to 'tvhether (1) a student has no formal religion; (2) has no 
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interest, or has only an intellectual interest in religion and, (3) is mar-
ginally involved in religious activities. On the other hand, it is inversely 
related to (1) formal-affiliation. to a religion; (2) deep interest in 
religion and, (3) high level of participation in religious services or 
activities. 
The School System 
Turning to the school as a specific unit of social system, we recognize 
that of the factors that are of vital importance for the student, performance 
level and participation in student organizations are predominant. For the 
( 
quality of a student's academic performance is a good index of whether or not 
he will use psychoactive substances. In their discussion of the relation-
ship between student's grade-point average and the use of drugs, Blum and 
his associates (1969b) came to the conclusion that no observable connection 
exists between the two. In their view, drug use is in no way related to the 
level of a student's performance in school. But the conclusion suggested by 
our study is the exact contrary of this position. Our data suggest a direct 
relationship between the quality of a student's grade-point average and his 
use of psychotropic substances. High grades are inversely related with low 
use, and low grades are directly related with high use of drugs. This 
supports the hypothesis, that the poorer the performance at school, the more 
the likelihood that students will use drugs. 
Evidence from the multivariate analyses strengthens this conclusion. 
Grade-point average was selected as a highly relevant attribute to the use of 
all drugs. This characteristic 't-las often selected as the third most important 
predictor of student drug use. This affirmation is further sustained by the 
2 R statistic. For the proportion of variability accounted for by grade-point 
average in conjunction with peer group and parental-drug-using influence is 
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31 per cent after the tenth stepwise regression (Table 26). It is clear~ 
therefore, that the student's grade-point average, even though it may not be 
the cause of drug use, is indeed a fairly strong predictor of the likelihood 
of the selection the drug-using behaviour by a given student. 
Turning to the area of student's organizational participation, we recog-
nize a similar phenomenon: the use of psychotropic drugs appears to be linked 
with the degree to which the student is involved in extracurricular activities. 
Contrary to the findings of other students of the field, (for instance, 
Nechama Tee, 1972:660), the drug-using student is one who is either not 
involved or only marginally involved in student organizations and activities. 
On the other end of the continuum is the highly involved student, that is, 
the one who participates in at least three student organizations. More 
involved students are the least likely to use mind-altering drugs. Further-
more, the specific organizations to which a student belongs play a selective 
role with regard to the type of drugs he is most likely to use. For instance, 
whereas students who participate in student government prefer alcohol, those 
participating in drama and student publications have amphetamines as their 
~rugs of choice. For baseball players, cocaine is the drug of choise; in 
contradistinction, students who belong to tennis and cross country clubs 
would prefer amphetamines. 
The importance of organizational participation for student behaviour is 
further underscored by the fact that this attribute has been prominently 
chosen in each stepwise nrultivariate analysis as a leading explanatory factor 
of student drug use. It is to be emphasized, however, that organizational 
participation is not considered as a cause of drug use. Rather, it is one of 
the best indicators of the likelihood of a student selecting a drug-using 
mode of behaviour. In the light of this and previous findings, the conclusion 
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can be drawn that the less involved a student is in organizational participa-
tion, the more the likelihood that he will use drugs, and vice-versa. 
The Peer Group 
By far the most crucial predictor of student drug use is peer group 
influence. Of all the ten predictive variables considered in the multi-
variate analyses, use of drugs by friends is always selected as the most 
important predictor of personal drug use. This predictor variable--that is, 
drug use by close friends--accounts for the highest proportion in the vari-
ability of use of drugs within every drug category. This finding is con-
sistent with the findings of other studies, which ascribe to association with 
friends a role of central importance in drug-using behaviour of students. In 
light of these repeated findings, the conclusion can be drawn that, all other 
things being equal, the probability of any given student using or not using 
drugs is contingent on whether or not he associates and identifies himself 
\'lith drug-using or non-drug-using friends. 
Student Drug-User and Non-Drug-User: Composite Profiles 
The foregoing considerations bring us to the point where composite 
profiles of the typical student drug-user and non-drug-user can be drawn. 
Different high school students define themselves variously. Some define 
themselves as "scholars," "student leaders," or "jocks." Some describe 
themselves as "greasers." Still others define themselves as "freaks." From 
responses of students, a number of polythetic taxonomies of students could 
be constructed. In one class it would include "scholars," "jocks," and 
"student leaders;" common to all these students is that they are from homes 
in which both parents live together; or, in the case of broken homes, the 
majority of them have been raised for most of their lives by their fathers. 
There interest in religion is serious and participation in religious 
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activities is high. The relationship with their parents can be characterized 
as good. Students within this category are high academic achievers, more 
involved in extra curricular activities, and tend to associate with non-drug-
using friends. 
A second group would include students who define themselves as "freaks." 
In terms of family structure, they tend to come from broken homes where a 
father figure is absent. In terms of the school system, they are marginal both 
in academic achievement and participation in student organizations. They show 
little interest in religion (or at most only an intellectual interest) and 
their participation in religious services is marginal. The relationship with 
their parents is either indifferent or poor, and most or all their close 
friends are users of drugs. 
Between these two extreme categories is a third group of students: the 
"greasers," sharing some characteristics of the "freaks," and other charac-
teristics associated 't~ith "scholars," "jocks," and "student leaders." Like 
the latter group, the "greasers" are high academic achievers; like the former, 
they are marginally involved in extra curricular activities. 
The typical student drug user more closely conforms to the portrait of 
the student who typifies himself as a "freak." He is most likely to come 
from a non-intact family;~he has no interest in religion or, at best, only 
an "intellectual" interest; he participates very infrequently in religious 
activities, has a grade-point average of C+ or less, and is marginally 
involved in student extra curricular activities. Finally, he characterizes 
most or all of his close friends as drug users. 
The typical non-drug-user, on the other hand, is most likely to define 
himself as a "scholar," "jock," or "student leader." He participates fre-
quently in religious services, and considers himself a deeply "religious" 
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person. The quality of his relation with his parents is characteristically 
very good. He is well integrated into the school system in the sense that he 
is likely to be at least a B student, is more involved in student organizations 
or activities) and most of his friends abstain from drugs. 
Discussion 
What implications do these findings have for theory and research? 
For the student of sociology, human behaviour is conceived as a depend-
ent variable, that is as a function of factors located in the personality 
system, cultural system, and societal system. These systems are both inter-
related and interdependent. Any explanation of human behaviour must address 
itself to factors emanating from these systems of action. Drug-using 
behaviour is simply one instance of this general postulate and hence can be 
understood and explained only within the framework of these systems of 
action. 
In utilizing this conceptual model of human behaviour, we assumed that 
adolescent drug-using behaviour was basically a specific type of rational, 
human action amenable to rational, systematic study. It was further postu-
lated that this behaviour can be handled theoretically within the framework 
of general theory of interaction and reference group theory. This theoretical 
approach has been supported by the findings of the present study. But to 
develop this justification, there was need to analyze drug-using behaviour 
within the family-school-peer group interaction model. It was necessary, 
therefore, to subject the student's self-concept to critical examination 
within this model, for it is conceivable that each of these systems can 
contributed to the emergence and evolution of the self-concept in different 
vays. Our theoretical orientation also signalled the need for a theoretical 
complementarity in order to take into account the normal social processes 
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~hich exist among close friends. Consequently, the analysis of drug use 
within this theoretical model has brought us to the point where observations 
of an innovative nature can be made. 
At the behavioural level, within the community we have studied, the dis-
tinction between socioeconomic levels tend to disappear. Indeed, demographic 
factors of drug-using behaviour have progressively become problematic, if not 
altogether unreliable bases for explaining drug use. Increasingly, more 
reliable data discount the traditional explanation of drug use as an anomie 
adaptation to structured socioeconomic strains, or the more recent view that 
such behaviour is the latent function of middle-class, wealthy families. 
Reliable documentation of the prevalence of drug use among all socioeconomic 
strata of society tends to obliterate the middle-class-lower-class distinction 
with respect to this behaviour. 
Similarly, although the distinction between stable and non-stable 
families may serve a heuristic purpose for initial research, this distinction 
need to be accepted with a caveat. The theoretical basis of the distinction 
may be convincing, but supporting data do not invariably sustain these 
theoretical contentions. Both stable and non-stable families are character-
ized by certain properties that seem to influence adolescent behaviour. 
Tnese more basic properties--for example, parental models for behaviour and 
the nature of ongoing parent-child relationship--need systematic exploration 
within both stable families and broken homes. Moreover, each type of non-
intact family needs to be considered in its own right. Differentials in drug 
use within various non-stable families suggest the need for such an approach. 
The present study suggests that the most important distinctions with 
regard to student drug use occur in terms of three pairs of dichotomies: 
w3rginality versus integration, non-religiosity versus religiosity, and non-
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nurturant versus nurturant family relationships. It should be emphasized that 
these dichotomies are theoretical constructs and not monothetic categories. 
Hith regard to religiosity-non-religiosity dichotomy as well as the nurturant-
non-nurturant continuum and the role of close friends, the findings of this 
study are consistent with other studies. What our data add to the results of 
previous analyses is information on students' self-concept within the context 
of religiosity, parent-child relationships, academic performance and student 
organizational participation, and types of close friends. 
Analyses of drug-using behaviour within the integration-marginality con-
ceptualization has yielded evidence that cannot be labelled traditional. 
Admittedly, students who are marginal in both the academic and extra curricu-
lar sphere of life are the most likely to use drugs. It is equally true that 
a greater proportion of their close friends also use drugs. Future research 
needs to address itself to two questions: (a) hmJ and why do marginal students 
first use drugs, and (b) what are the factors that determine these students' 
choice of friends? 
A related and crucially important issue is the self-concept of students. 
The fairly consistent pattern between students' self-concept and drug use 
invites more indepth exploration. For example, what social forces impinge 
upon the high school student so that he defines himself the way he does? 
v1hat major factors determine the evolution of this self-concept, how is self-
concept related to and dependent on other relevant variables? What social 
factors differentiate the "freak" from other students and how do these factors 
differ from what moulds other students? Indeed, the high relatedness of 
"freaks" with all types of drug use provides more questions than answers. 
The need exists, therefore, to explore how the family, school, and friends 
contribute to the evolution of t;he "freak11 and also contribute to the inter-
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APPENDIX 
{].525 North Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois 60626 * (312) 271;-.JOOO 
To: (Name of selected student) 
From: Yvon Yangyuoru 
Subject: Collective Behaviour 
Dear . • . : 
April 4~ 1974 
A few months ago the Center for the Study of Adolescent Drug Use~ Loyola Univer-
sity of Chicago, did a survey of students' attitudes towards drugs. However, a 
closer look at the data calls for further information if the conclusions to be 
drawn from them are to be fair to school and students. 
The purpose of this communication is to request your voluntary participation in 
a proposed follow-up study. It is our judgment that such a follow-up study is 
necessary if the findings of the survey are to be of much value. 
It is our intention, therefore, to interview a limited number of students. The 
students to be interviewed have been selected on a purely random basis, and you 
are one of them. The interviewer will be Yvon Yangyuoru, a graduate student 
currently pursuing a doctoral degree in sociology, Loyola University of Chicago. 
We would like to emphasize our concern for confidentiality, and to give unequivo-
cal assurance that whatever will be learned in connection with this study will 
be kept confidential. Demands of fairness to school and students dictate this. 
We would like to express the hope that no obstacles will place themselves in the 
way of your participation and cooperation in this study, and that you will find 
it convenient and useful to give us a few moments of your time. 
Please fill in and detach the required information at the bottom of this page, 
seal it in the pre-stamped, enclosed envelope, and drop it in the mail. 
Arrangements for the exact time and place of the interview will be made through 
the appropriate channels, and you will be duly informed. 
Hopeful that this request will meet your favourable attention and response, and 
wishing you all the best in studies. 
Sincerely, 
Yvon, Yangyuoru 
Please indicate two dates judged by you to be most convenient for an interview: 
Date 1 Time Date 2 Time 
--------------- --------- ------------ ---------
Homeroom number 
----
LOYOLA ,UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
6525 North Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois 60616 * (.112) 27 4-.JOOO 
iJU'Mn:.'l:i.!l OF S•JCIOLOGY 
April 9, 1974 
To: (Name of Principal) 
From: Yvon Yangyuoru 
Subject: Drug Research 
Dear (Name of Principal): 
Enclosed is a copy of the letter requesting students' voluntary participation 
in the proposed follow-up drug study. Hopefully, it will be possible to 
begin interviewing as soon as school resumes after the Easter.recess. 
Wishing you a very happy Easter. 
Sincerely, 
Yvon Yangyuoru 
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Drug-Using Behaviour: Follow-Up Interview 
1. Year in school 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
--Junior 
Senior 
2. Age at last birthday 
14 years or less 
15 years old 
16 years old 
17 years old 
18 years old or over 
3. Residential area 
Skokie 
Morton Grove 
Niles 
Chicago 
==:= Other (please specify) 
4. Grade-point average 
C or less 
B- to B+ 
A- and above 
5. How many school clubs. teams, organizations and recognized groups do 
you hold membership in right now? 
None 
One 
Two 
Three to five 
Six or more 
6. Do you currently belong to any of the following? 
Tennis 
Golf 
___ Cross Country 
So.ccer 
Basket Ball 
Football 
--- Other (please specify) 
---- None of the above 
7. In which of the above do you actively participate in? 
150 
15. Indicate the frequency of your participation in religious 
activities and/or religious services? 
Never participate 
==:= One to four times a year 
Five to ten times a year 
----. One to two times a month 
About once a week 
More than once a week 
16. What is the highest level of education completed by your father? 
____ Some grade school 
____ Finished grade school 
____ Some high school 
____ Finished high school 
____ Some college 
Completed college 
---- Postgraduate study 
,____ 
17. What is the highest level of education completed by your mother? 
Some frade school 
==:= Finished grade school 
_ Some high school 
Finished high school 
==:= Some college 
____ Completed college 
____ Postgraduate study 
18. Below are some categories which include different types of occupations. 
\~ich category do you think comes closest to describing your father's 
occupation? 
I have no father living 
Farmer 
Unskilled worker (assembly line, factory worker, etc) 
----Skilled, blue-collar worker (machinist, tool and die maker, etc.) 
==:=Service (T.V. repairman, policeman, fireman, etc.) 
____ White collar employee 
Professional, executive, large business owner 
--- Don't know 
19. What is your mother's occupation? 
No mother living 
----Mother lives in the home and does not work out the home 
}iother works part-time 
Mother works full-time 
20. For most of your life were you brought up by your: 
Father and mother both living at home 
Father (separated or divorced from mother) 
Mother (separated or divorced from father) 
Father (mother deceased) 
Hother (father deceased) 
Father and stepmother 
Hot.her and stepfather 
SO';l"! other relative 
L A non-re.lat:tve 
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21. If you were not brought up by both parents at home, how old were you 
when the change took place? 
0 - 5 years 
-6- 11 years 
---- 11 - 15 years 
====: 16 years and over 
22. How would you characterize your relationship with your parents or the 
persons acting in their place? 
Very good (we are close) 
===: All right (we get along) 
Indifferent 
=== Not good (we disagree a lot) 
23. During the last twelve months have you taken any drugs other than those 
prescribed by a doctor? 
Yes 
No (if no, proceed to item 41) 
If yes, which of the following drugs have you taken and how many ·times have 
you taken them? 
Not Less About About Several 
at often once once times. 
all than a a 
monthl~ month week week Dail:l 
24. Alcohol 1 2 3 4 5 6 
25. Amphetamines 1 2 3 4 5 6 
26. Cocaine 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.27. Marijuana 1 2 3 4 5 6 
28. Barbiturates 1 2 3 4 5 6 
29. LSD, DET, DMT 1 2 3 4 5 6 
30. Mescaline 1 2 3 4 5 6 
31. Heroin 1 2 3 4 5 6 
32. Opiates (opium, 
codeine, demeral) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
33. Tranquilizers 1 2 3 4 5 6 
34. Methaqualone 1 2 3 4 5 6 
35. Tobacco 1 2 3 4 5 6 
36. Who provided you with your first marijuana? 
____ Parents, either father or mother 
·Brother or sister 
Friends of the same sex 
---- Some other person (specify) 
---- I have never used marijuana 
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37. Did your close friends use mar1Juana before you did? 
Neither I nor my close friends smoke w~rijuana 
__ Yes, thay snaked marijuana before I did 
____ No, I h~oked marijuana before they did 
l.Ye all sta::-ted at the same time, some before, some <1fter me 
-- I do not smoke marijuana, but some of 1ny close 'friends do 
38. Is marijuana usually present at parties at 't·lhich you attend? 
Never 
I don't think so 
I think so, but I do not kn011 for sure 
Yes some of them 
_____ Yes, all or almost all of them 
39. :Oid you have your first e:<perience 
Alone 
-----With a brother, sister, or other relative 
== With one ·close friend 
With an acquaintance 
-----With several persons 
.·· :At .a party • 
40. Where· do you most· often obtain 'drugs· that you get high uith'? 
I do not use drugs 
- from medicine cabinet at home 
== From pharmacy 
Froon friends 
-_Other ~-:m:.:ces (pl(!ase specify) 
. 41. · lJsually ~ypen you go OUt tdth your . friends to some place Hhere you are 
alone with them' har.l .many of the·m 't.Yill use: 
All of Half of One Quarter None of 
them them· of them them 
41• Tobacco 
42. Alcohol 
43.. }iarijuana 
44r LSD, peyote· 
· 4.5. Amphetamines 
~· ~;y;::. -:/;t·i:~.~~~~.~fi~~~y~ff..:~i.~,~; .. :.. .. 
41. How many brothers 
· · lrone-.:·.> .· 
-OP.e . 
Three or r.tore 
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
: 
.. ~ ~::-:. .... ~.' ;_:. .·~:.>·: 
and sisters do 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4· 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
you have altogether? 
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48. To the best of your knowledge, does any of your brothers or sisters use: 
Yes No Don't Know 
Tobacco 1 2 3 
Alcohol 1 2 3 
LSD 1 2 3 
Marijuana 1 2 3 
Amphetamines 1 2 3 
Barbiturates 1 2 3 
Heroin 1 2 3 
To the best of your knowledge, has either your father or mother used any of 
the following: 
Not Less About About Several 
at Often once once times 
a11 than a a a 
monthly month week week Daily Don't know 
49. To!>acrco 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
50. Alcohol 1 2 3 4 5 6 :7 
51. Marijuana 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
52. LSD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
53. Amphetamines 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
54. Barbiturates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
55. Heroin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
56. Tranquilizers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
57. Most students can choose one group of people to which they would like to 
belong. Which of the following groups would you most like to belong? 
Even if one group does not exactly describe how you feel, choose the 
group that best describes your ideal? 
Jocks 
Freaks 
Scholars or collegiates 
Greasers 
Student leaders 
===:other (specify) 
58. To the best of your knowledge, which type of students usually take drugs? 
Scholars or collegiates 
---- Student leaders 
Jocks 
Greasers 
Freaks 
Other 
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59. l~ich of the following reasons do you think best describes the 
motives for student drug use? 
__ Curiosity, just to find out uhat it is like 
__ "Kicks," an enjoyable experience, to feel good 
Escape from problems or depression 
---- Boredom, for something .to do 
==:= Social pressure, to go along with friends 
___ Expression of rebellion or resistance 
Relaxation 
Other (specify) 
Don't know 
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